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ABSTRACT

Tato diplomová práce se zabývá problémy zmocnění, které jsou vlastní korporacím a jejich
řešeními pomocí práva obchodních společností. Zaměřuje se na dva specifické problémy
zmocnění a probírá možná řešení, která se uplatňují ve světě. Dále podává přehled jak k těmto
problémům přistupovalo české obchodní právo a regulace po roce 1990. Poté představuje
koncept ‘privátních benefitů z kontroly‘ a pomocí něj měří kvalitu práva a regulace v České
republice. Dochází k závěru, že kvalita práva a regulace se výrazně zlepšila a dosahuje hodnot
srovnatelných se západoevropskými zeměmi.

This master thesis concentrates on the agency problems that are embedded in corporations and
their solutions by corporate law. We explain two specific agency problems in detail and
review solutions to them by different jurisdictions. We provide an overview of how Czech
corporate law and regulation tried to solve them after 1990. Then, the concept of private
benefits of control is introduced and used to measure the quality of law and regulation in the
Czech Republic. We come to the conclusion that the quality of law and regulation has
improved and reached a level comparable with Western European countries.
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Introduction

“The economists have surpassed the lawyers” was the famous phrase used in the beginning of
the transformation process in the Czech Republic, because the whole transformation process
was left in the hands of politicians with a mainly economic background, who decided on the
form and timing of the economic transformation.
The key instrument of the Czech transformation became the program of so called ‘voucher
privatization’.1 This was the process where the 1625 state owned enterprises were turned into
joint-stock companies, listed on the stock exchange and their shares, in elaborate scheme,
distributed to the people, creating a unique situation.
All of these state-owned companies were turned almost overnight into companies with highly
dispersed ownership and left to the market forces to find their ultimate owners. Such reliance
on the basic concept of the Coase theorem, however omitted its crucial condition – zero
transaction costs.
The situation in the Czech Republic at the beginning of 1990’s was far from that. Almost nonexistent corporate law and capital market, inexperienced courts, lack of information about the
companies, lack of knowledge and experience of the new shareholders and almost complete
lack of regulation in the first years created a number of market failures. This led to the
situation where opportunism by managers and shareholders who acquired control reached a
hardly imaginable magnitude and led to a massive expropriation of shareholders, ingeniously
termed ‘tunneling’.2
The last 15 years were to a large degree a reaction to this initial situation. Czech Commercial
Code was amended more than 40 times to reflect the problems that face corporations in the
Czech Republic and to move it closer to the standards prevailing in the European Union.
Other laws that we consider to be part of broader category of corporate law were introduced
and also amended many times. From the beginning almost non-existent regulation was given
much larger role over the economy and corporations and our list could be much longer.
One could almost say that the lawyers not only caught up, but gained on the economists. But
such rivalry is not useful. The corporate law is as equally a legal problem as it is an economic

1

For the review of studies concerning privatization and ‘voucher’ privatization see Richter (2002:9), fn. 11.

2

For an excellent study of how this has been done see chapter by Jitka Roberts in Kouba et al. (2004). Some
examples are also in the internal report on capital market development; Ministry of Finance (1997).
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one. It is not simply an elaborate conglomerate of procedural provision, but there is greater
economic logic behind it. On the other hand these economic problems are being solved within
the legal systems.
The aim of this thesis is to present an audience with an integrated view of the corporate law.
We will be looking at corporate law as a tool to fix or at least limit the problems that are
embedded in the nature of corporations. We will view these problems as essentially economic
ones and use terms, theories and structures developed by both economists and lawyers in the
last century, but always keep in mind legal environments in which these problems are solved.
But our ambition is greater. We will try to answer the question of how ‘good’ the corporate
law and regulation are from the point of view of its users – i.e. the shareholders. To answer
this question we will try to estimate the block premiums paid by the shareholders to achieve
control in the corporations in the last 6 years.
According to the standard theory of the firm all shares are created equal, but as it often
happens, some shares are more equal then others. Those are shares that convey control over
the company. This inequality which is normally unobservable is revealed when control blocks
are traded. If the control is valuable, than they usually trade with a premium. The magnitude
of this premium had been found to be connected among others with the shareholder protection
in a given country.
We will thus try to support the following hypothesis: important changes in the corporate law
hand in hand with stronger and more elaborate regulation led to a significant improvement of
the legal and regulatory environment in the Czech Republic. Thus creating shareholder
protection comparable with Western Europe.

This thesis is divided into following chapters:
Chapter 2 provides an introduction of the topic. It defines what we understand to be a
corporation and explains the characteristics that are essential to modern corporations. Than it
introduces the crucial concept of agency problems in corporations introduced into the
literature by Messieurs Jensen and Meckling and describes in general strategies that can be
used to limit them.
Chapter 3 concentrates on two specific agency problems in more depth – agency problems
between the managers and shareholders and between minority and majority shareholders. We

2

will explain the nature of the problems and solutions that are available and used around the
world to solve them. Special attention will be put on the path Czech corporate law took in the
last two decades in respect to finding solutions to these specific problems.
Chapter 4 presents a short overview of the history of regulation in the Czech Republic as well
as self-regulation. We will concentrate on the establishment of the Securities Commission and
the Union of Investment Companies and contemplate on what results this had.
Chapter 5 introduces the theoretical concept of private benefits of control and gives summary
of the theory that relates to this topic as well as actual findings on the magnitude of the private
benefits of control around the world and in the Czech Republic. Further, results of our
findings that try to confirm our hypothesis are presented.
Chapter 6 concludes.

3

2
2.1

Corporation, agency problems and strategies to overcome them
Corporation

The modern corporation brought unprecedented wealth and business potential. Even though
corporations are not the main legal form for doing business, they nonetheless dominate in all
large scale businesses.
The Concise Oxford English Dictionary defines a ‘corporation’ as a “a large company or
group of companies authorized to act as a single entity and recognized as such in law” For our
purposes we will be looking at corporations as a legal entities that have similar rights as
‘moral persons’, but have distinctive characteristics that contribute to their uniqueness and
business appeal.
Even though the English word ‘corporation’ especially in Northern America refers to the form
known in the Czech Republic as ‘akciová společnost‘ (elsewhere name of either similar
meaning3, anonymous society4, or joint-stock company). This thesis will generally be focused
on this type of company.5 Problems that we will be dealing with are not limited just to this
type of company structure, but are more or less prevalent in others as well.
The core structural characteristics of the business corporation are: (i) legal personality, (ii)
limited liability, (iii) transferable shares, (iv) centralized management under a board structure,
(v) shared ownership by contributors of capital, and (vi) perpetual lifetime6.
This is to say that firms formed under the statute will have these characteristics unless (if the
statute permits) those who form the firm make explicit provision for omitting one or more of
them. To be sure, there are other forms of business enterprise that lack one or more of these
characteristics. But the remarkable fact is that, in market economies, almost all large-scale
business firms adopt a legal form that possesses all of the basic characteristics of the business
corporation.

3

In Germany, Austria, Switzerland (Aktiengesellschaft), Sweden (Aktiebolag), Denmark (Aktieselskab), Poland
(Spółka Akcyjna)

4

Spain (Sociedad Anónima), Portugal (Sociedade Anónima) and France (Société Anonyme)

5

As we will see due to context of this thesis stemming mainly from historical reasons and privatization strategies
used in the Czech Republic

6

Number of ‘core’ characteristics is subjective. Kraakman et al. (2004) mentions ‘i-v’, Richter (2002) ‘ii-iv’,
Romano (1993) ‘ii-iv’ and ‘vi’. We present here all characteristic and leave the selection of ‘core’ characteristics
to the reader.
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2.1.1

Legal personality

Corporate law permits to create a legal person – a contracting party distinct from the various
individuals who own or manage the firm, or are suppliers or customers of the firm. The core
element of legal personality is - what civil law refers to as - ‘separate patrimony.’ This is the
ability to own assets that are distinct from the property of other persons, such as the firm’s
investors, and that the firm is free not only to use and sell them, but most importantly pledge
to creditors.7
2.1.2

Limited liability

A very important characteristic of the corporation is that owners of a corporation hold no
personal liability for the corporation's debts and obligations. Their ‘limited’ potential losses
therefore cannot exceed the amount which they contributed to the corporation as dues or paid
for shares.
Economic implications of this characteristic are substantial. It allows corporations to raise
funds for riskier projects by removing risks and costs from the owners and shifting them onto
creditors and to other members of society, thereby creating an externality.8
Limited liability creates asymmetric payoff. Shareholders do not have to pay creditors in full
if the business is doing poorly and cannot repay the debt and hence do not bear the full cost of
doing business. On the other hand shareholders capture all the benefits from the upside
potential of a risky project (downside loss is shared with creditors).9 Hence it is beneficial for
shareholders to raise risk (and variance).
According to Eastbrook and Fischel (1991) other benefits also include (i) lower need to
monitor management (ii) lower need to monitor other shareholders and (iii) it allows for
easier diversification. Without limited liability the monitoring costs10, especially for small
investors, would be prohibitive.

7

Kraakman et al. (2004:7)

8

www.wikipedia.org/corporation

9

Romano (1993:63)

10

In this case we have in mind costs associated with monitoring that assets of other owners are actually there and
that there financial strength is what is being shown to the world. Limited liability takes away this problem away
entirely and leaves the investor/creditor to monitor only the assets owned by the corporation itself.
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2.1.3

Transferable shares

Richter (2002:28) notes that, transferability of shares (i.e. the option to enter or leave
corporation) is a quintessential condition that allows outside investors to participate with their
capital on the business of the corporation and a sine qua non condition for liquidity of the
investment in the company. Liquidity itself is a fundamental prerequisite of portfolio theory
and consequently of the ability of investors to diversify. Without liquidity the only two
plausible investment strategies are (i) active monitoring of the company and participation on
the management or even more straight-forwardly (ii) no participation at all.
2.1.4

Centralized management under a board structure

Historically separation of ownership and control happened hand in hand with growth of the
businesses and in the end via establishment of board of directors. There are naturally costs
and benefits associated with such a characteristic.
Marks (1999) notes that “this separation has made viable large, centrally-managed firms with
diversified and liquid investors. It has provided the means for the efficient mobilization of
large amounts of private capital towards productive uses.” On the other hand this separation
created plenty of problems that we will be discussing in this thesis. Nonetheless, the fact that
such a characteristic survived evolutionary pressure of the market documents that benefits
stemming from this separation must be bigger - at least in the eyes of shareholders, that accrue
costs associated with it – than costs.
2.1.5

Shared ownership by contributors of capital

Kraakman (2004:13) notes that there are two key elements in the ownership of a firm: (i) the
right to control the firm, and (ii) the right to receive the firm’s net earnings. Corporate law is
principally designed to facilitate the organization of investor-owned firms – i.e. firms in
which both elements of ownership are tied to investment of capital in the firm. More
specifically these two rights are typically proportional to the amount of capital contributed to
the firm. This system is fairly different from other forms of corporate organization – such as
partnership or cooperatives, where ownership and control do not (necessarily) stem from
contributions of capital, but other factors as well.
This characteristic gives us also an answer to the question of who is the owner of the business
and respectively who should be given the right to make decisions or delegate them. Corporate
law gives it to the shareholder – contributor of the capital and residual claimant.

6

2.1.6

Perpetual lifetime

The assets and structure of the corporation exist beyond the lifetime of any of its members or
agents. This allows for stability and accumulation of capital, which thus becomes available for
investment in projects of a larger size and over a longer term than if the corporate assets
remained subject to dissolution and distribution.11
This feature also significantly reduces transaction cost that would be otherwise associated
with the death of one of the shareholders, especially when shareholders are truly dispersed.
Perpetual lifetime is a sign of unbounded potential for duration and accumulation of capital.
Naturally theory permits that a corporation can put an end to its existence as a legal entity at
any time – by revoking its charter. In practice, dissolution occurs only for corporations that
either request it or fail.
2.2

Agency problem and agency costs

Two characteristics of corporations – limited liability and separation of ownership and control
– contribute to a very distinctive set of problems (and subsequent solutions) that will be given
a lot of attention in this thesis. In this subchapter we will focus on the first theoretical model
of this problem.
Agency problems or the principal agent theory has been introduced into the economic theory
by Jensen and Meckling (1976) and become for a long time center-piece of corporate finance
literature.
Their agency analysis treated managers as economic actors with utility functions distinct from
those of their principals and thus formalized Adam Smith’s (1776) and Berle and Means
(1932) concern over managerial behavior.
They define an agency relationship as “a contract under which one or more persons (the
principal(s)) engage another person (the agent) to perform some service on their behalf which
involves delegating some decision making authority to the agent.”12
If we assume that (i) contracts under uncertainty are incomplete and (ii) both parties are utility
maximizers, there is a good reason to believe that agents will not always act in the best
interest of their principals. Also because the agent commonly has better information than does
11

This mitigates behavior seen with aristocracy or royalty, which also did not allow distribution and
disintegration of family assets, but rather gave them to the sole hands of oldest male child.

12

Jensen and Meckling (1976:5)
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the principal about the relevant facts – economic theory refers to such situation as
‘information asymmetry’ - the principal cannot costlessly assure himself that the agent’s
performance is in line with what was promised. As a consequence, the agent has an incentive
to act opportunistically, skimping on the quality of his performance, or even diverting to
himself some of what was promised to the principal. According to Fama and Jensen (1983)
agency problems arise “because contracts are not costlessly written and enforced”.
Jensen and Meckling (1976:6) define agency costs as the sum of (i) monitoring costs, (ii)
bonding costs and (iii) residual costs. Monitoring costs are costs accrued by the principal to
ensure that agent’s behavior is in line with principal interests. Under some circumstances it
might be beneficial for the agent to expend resources (bonding costs) to assure the principal
that he will not take actions that would harm principal or compensate for them if he does. In
general, it is impossible to assure that the agent’s actions will be fully in line with the
principal’s interests even though both would expend costs to ensure such outcome. Residual
costs are thus monetary equivalent of the reduction of principal’s welfare that stem from this
divergence.
This means that the value of the agent’s performance to the principal will be reduced. The
greater the complexity of the tasks undertaken by the agent, and the greater the discretion the
agent must be given, the larger these “agency cost” are likely to be.13
It is important to note14 that the fact that agency costs are associated with the corporate
structure of this type of company described above does not, however, imply that such
structure is not optimal or costs are avoidable. Jensen and Meckling (1976) note that “finding
that agency costs are non-zero (i.e., that there are costs associated with the separation of
ownership and control in the corporation) and concluding therefrom that the agency
relationship is non-optimal, wasteful or inefficient is equivalent in every sense to comparing a
world in which iron ore is a scarce commodity (and therefore costly) to a world in which it is
freely available at zero resource costs, and concluding that the first world is “non-optimal”.
Understanding this basic principle and theoretical tool is essential for the understanding of the
problems that modern corporations face and most importantly for standing a chance of doing
a reasonably adequate job when one is trying to limit these problems and associated costs via
law or regulation.
13

Kraakman et al. (2004:22)

14

As Richter (2002) points out in footnote 68.
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2.2.1

Three agency problems in corporation

In respect of the corporation, Kraakman et al. (2004:22) mention three general agency
problems; principal-agent relationship between:
(i) owners of the firm (principal) and managers hired to run the company (agents).
- the problem here is to assure that managers act in owners’ interests rather than
pursuing their own.
(ii) minority shareholders (principal) and the majority shareholder that practically controls the
company (agent).
- in this case the difficulty lies in ensuring that majority shareholder will act in the
interest of all shareholders not just his own
(iii) the company itself15 (agent) and outside parties – creditors, employees or customers
(principal).
- here we deal with the problem that company does not behave opportunistically
toward these various other principals – such as by expropriating creditors, exploiting
workers, or misleading consumers.
But the picture isn’t so grim. There are great benefits stemming from all three areas.
Managers are specialized workforce and are hired to control and manage the company more
effectively than shareholders would, majority shareholders have greater control of the
company and are more motivated to monitor managers and creditors, employees and
customers bring their benefits to the company as well. So as we will see problems in
corporations aren’t clear cut, but rather another important word (and widely used in economic
literature) comes up quite often – trade-off.
2.3

Strategies to tackle agency problems

Before taking on each of these problems in more detail, let us recall the possible general ways
in which we can do so. In broader sense, we can rely on two allies: market and the law16.
These two approaches are not opposing, but rather complementary.

15

Including, particularly, its owners.

16

Broadly speaking we could say regulation.
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2.3.1

Market oriented strategies

Market oriented strategies17 are bluntly those that use outside market and market forces to
monitor the company and find the equilibrium situation.
2.3.1.1 Product market
Product market is essentially the ultimate judge that tests the company and which should put
in line the concerns of managers and shareholders. Managers of a company that will be doing
poorly on the market will most likely be promptly replaced. This ex ante expectation ensures
that they will in their own self-interest be at best in line with the shareholders or at the worst
putting in their good effort to do so. But there is still a lot of room left due to the
informational asymmetry that creates substantial playing field for them in this respect.
Another very obvious disadvantage of this market is time lag. With the average product cycle
life time of couple of years, the information to warn about ineffective management might
come too late – when bankruptcy is inevitable and social costs associated with it substantial.
2.3.1.2 Capital market
The market for capital provides a much quicker reaction. We can see this market in broader
sense – equity on the one hand and bonds and bank loans on the other hand. Both work
differently so we will look at them separately.
If we assume market efficiency (all information is available to all parties or even weaker
version of market efficiency18) then capital market with equity – i.e. the market that sets the
price of the company's shares – reflects the true value of the share and provides information to
both the managers (on how shareholders and investors evaluate projects that they undertake)
and to shareholders (on how well - according to other shareholders - are managers doing their
job, or how minority shareholders evaluate someone’s majority position and actions).
With respect to the credit market, banks and other types of borrowers can appraise, through
the interest rates at which they borrow money to the company, the level of opportunism in the
company by higher costs of lending. They also do the same in respect of the quality of
corporate or bankruptcy law.

17

Richter (2002) mentions and explains the following strategies, except for internal management labor market.

18

For better understanding of different versions of market efficiency see Romano (1993:48) or Richter (2002),
footnote 72. Richter also mentions relevant literature on this topic.
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2.3.1.3 Labor market
Labor market with managers and board members can help to discipline their behavior. Price
of labor of ineffective managers or managers that engage in wrongful doings will drop or they
will be excluded from this segment of labor market. This lies on three assumptions: (i)
information about the managers is available, (ii) managers assign positive value to their
reputation and, (iii) managers view their work as a repetitive game.19
Fama (1980) shows how internal managerial labor market can work as a monitoring device. In
his view “part of the talent of a manager is his ability to elicit and measure the productivity of
lower managers”; but it works from bottom up as well, since lower managers “perceive that
they can gain by stepping over shirking and less competent managers above them”. In this
respect, the marginal product of a manager is a positive function of his performance and
performance of managers above and under him. All managers realize that the managerial
labor market uses performance of the firm to determine each manager’s outside opportunity
wage and thus have incentives to monitor themselves.
2.3.2

Legal strategies

In addressing agency problems, the law turns repeatedly to a basic set of legal strategies – i.e.
generic method of deploying substantive law to mitigate the vulnerability of principals to the
opportunism of their agents.
Table 2-1 sets out ten strategies – four regulatory and six governance – that, taken together,
span the law’s principal methods of dealing with agency problems.20
Table 2-1: Legal strategies
Regulatory strategies

Governance strategies

Agent

Affiliation

Appointment

Decision

Agent

constraints

terms

rights

Rights

incentives

Ex ante

RULES

ENTRY

SELECTION

INITIATION TRUSTEESHIP

Ex post

STANDARDS EXIT

REMOVAL

VETO

REWARD

Source: Kraakman et al.. (2004:23)

19

Richter (2002) omits the rather obvious condition ‘(i)’.

20

To describe possible legal strategies, we will use structure and arguments20 from Kraakman (2004).
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Before we move onto the explanations of each individual technique, it is worth discussing two
general divisions that this table allows us. The first subset is ‘regulatory strategies’ and
‘governance strategies’. Regulatory strategies are prescriptive; they dictate substantive terms
that govern either the content of principal-agent relationship, or its creation or termination. By
contrast, governance strategies rely on the hierarchal nature of the relationship; they benefit
principals indirectly by enhancing their power to control the corporation or by shaping the
incentives of their agents.
The second subset, ex ante and ex post, reminds us that half of the strategies aim at shaping
the actions before they even happen (by setting clear-cut rules that have to be followed by
agents and tools that give principals afterwards power to reward agents that act in their
interests and punish those who disobey them or change action that would harm them).
This structure isn’t however flawless. Many strategies overlap – providing rules that
corporations have to follow in order to allow entry of other investors – nor is the ex ante and
ex post division absolute: an ex post strategy of removal has definitely an ex ante effect on the
decisions of the agents. We use it only as a guiding structure that should help us understand
the problem at hand more clearly.
2.3.2.1 Benefits of legal strategies
The benefit of legal strategies – of corporate law – is in its ability to reduce agency cost as
well as transaction costs associated with running the corporation. Obvious examples are rules
and procedures that enhance disclosure by agents or facilitate enforcement actions brought by
principals against dishonest or negligent agents. Such efforts to protect principals can
however benefit – even more than principals – agents. The reason is that the principal will be
willing to compensate more an agent when he will be assured that the agent’s performance is
honest and of good quality. In case of creditors, it can work similarly as the market approach.
When the legal system and enforcement can effectively punish opportunistic activities on the
side of corporations, creditors can lend the money at the lower interest rate21 and enjoy lower
frequency of fraud, thus benefiting both principals and agents. Last but not least, legal
constrains that bar mistreatment of minority or outside investors will benefit the agent
(majority shareholder), because he can accrue higher value for his shares when raising funds

21

It is important to notice that in comparison with market approach that is firm specific, this case is ‘country’
specific. Simply put, good corporate law and enforcement can have beneficial effect on all firms in the country.
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via IPO22. The general point hence is that these strategies benefit – ex ante - agents and
principals alike.
2.3.2.2 Rules and standards
The very basic set of strategies that mold actions of agents aims to ensure that actions that
would harm the principals are either ruled out from the very beginning (ex ante) or set general
standards against which agents will be judged ex post.
Both rules and standards try to influence agents directly. Rules are commonly used to ensure
disclosure to the market, minimal capital requirements or, in the case of capital markets
prescribe requirements for initial public offering or tender offers.
If the law would try to shape the actions of agents only by prescriptive rules, it would create
significant transaction costs and would create pointless rigidities. In this respect, standards
offer much better flexibility but at the same time act as a guide for the action of agents. A
good example in this case is the duty of loyalty or fiduciary duty, which provides general
standard for managers on how to act in the interest of shareholders. When shareholders are
not satisfied with the results of their agents ex post, they can invite court to evaluate possible
diversion from them.
As can be easily deducted, standards and rules rely to a great degree on the potency of
enforcement and courts. In principle, rules can be well crafted and mechanically enforced, but
standards require quality of law enforcement and courts in order to play their role properly
and create good incentives for the damaged party to use them.
2.3.2.2.1 Duty of care and loyalty and related problems
When talking about the courts' response to tunneling (but the argument is applicable in
general as well), Johnson et al. (2000) note that in assessing conduct, courts generally use two
broad principles, which appear in all major legal systems. The first is duty of care, which in
this context refers to the responsibilities of corporate directors (and apply to controlling
shareholders in so far as they also serve as directors). Second is duty of loyalty, or fiduciary
duty, which addresses specifically situations with conflict of interest. This duty requires that
insiders do not profit at the expense of shareholders, or of the corporation as the case may be,
depending on whom they legally owe loyalty to.
22

See Romano (1993:25) for an argument, why investors buying into the company will not be willing to pay the
full price.
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The duty of care, derived from the Roman concept of ‘mandatum’, requires a director to act as
a reasonable, prudent, or rational person would act in his position. In most countries, courts
implement the duty of care using the ‘business judgment rule’, which gives directors the
benefit of the doubt when conflicts of interest are absent unless the plaintiffs demonstrate
willfulness or negligence on the directors’ part. The duty of loyalty, in contrast, may
statutorily rule out self-serving conduct or invite the court to examine its fairness. 23
These duties are set of standards not rules, hence are enforced ex post, usually by the courts.
Richter (2002:56) notes that there are two problems associated with their law enforcement: (i)
firstly, the question of standing to sue in both the legal sense, but also and probably more
importantly in the economic sense, and (ii) secondly, the broader question if courts are
socially desirable entities to enforce these duties.
Richter elaborates on both accounts, but for our purposes we will concentrate on the first
problem – who should be and is the initiator of court claim for breaking these duties?
The first logical answer is – the corporation, which has suffered the loss. But it seems obvious
that the corporation is controlled by the same group of people that are being accused of
having damaged it. We should not expect then (except for the situation that the control of the
company will change, for example in takeover) that the corporation itself would initiate this
process, nor expect that it would commit to this process with the same vigilance as the
shareholder who suffered residual loss from it. Many jurisdictions hence give shareholders the
right to initiate derivative action - a lawsuit brought by a corporation shareholder against the
directors, management and/or other shareholders of the corporation. In effect, the suing
shareholder claims to be acting on behalf of the corporation, because the directors and
management are failing to exercise their authority for the benefit of the company and all of its
shareholders.
This measure however suffers from the problems embedded elsewhere - collective choice and
free-rider problem. Even if the shareholder who initiates and carries the claim wins, he has to
face fixed cost for undertaking the legal action, but his potential benefits – if the lawsuit is
successful – will be limited by his participation in the equity. If he loses, for whatever reason,
the costs go solely to him.

23

Johnson et al. (2000:4)
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In general, standards are notoriously difficult to enforce. Johnson et al. (2000) give examples
when court applied these standards with counterintuitive results24. There is according to
Kraakman et al. (2004:52) a good reason why these standards are not rigorously enforced
around the world – except for cases which involve extraordinary or easily distinguishable
circumstances – evaluating business decision ex post is difficult, and legal error in imposing
liability is likely to make directors overly risk averse ex ante.
2.3.2.3 Terms of entry and exit
The second pair of regulatory strategies that law uses to mitigate the vulnerability of
principals to the opportunism of their agents aims at influencing terms on which principals
affiliate with agents. It can mandate terms of entry by, for example, requiring agents to
disclose information about the likely quality of their performance prior to contracting with
principals. Alternatively, it can lay down exit opportunities for principals, such as giving the
shareholder right to sell his stock or a creditor to call her loan.
The entry strategy is particularly important in screening opportunistic behavior of agents and
operates as a gatekeeper. Mandating full disclosure to the principal prior to the transaction as
a prerequisite to the transaction gives principals enough information to make a rational
decision.
The exit strategy allows principals to escape opportunistic agents ex post in two distinctive
ways – by awarding principals with the right to transfer shares and with the right to withdraw
the value of one’s investment.
The following three pairs of strategies depend on the hierarchical elements of the principalagent relationship.
2.3.2.4 Selection and removal
Given the fact that separation of ownership is one of the central characteristics of modern
corporation, it is no surprise that appointment rights – the power to hire and fire agents 25 - is
one of the core strategies how to address the principal-agent problem. Even though most
jurisdictions are using this method to tackle agency problems arising between shareholders
and managers, some jurisdiction also use it to deal with agency problems between different
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I.e. allowed and approved self-dealing transactions.

25

In general terms this applies both to managers and board members
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groups of shareholders, or even to solve problems between employees and shareholders as a
group.
2.3.2.5 Initiation and ratification
A second pair of governance strategies expands the power of principals to intervene in the
firm’s management. These decision rights – to initiate or ratify management’s decision – are
to no surprise less prominent than appointment rights, since the corporate form that we are
dealing with was established exactly for the purpose of delegating power and decision making
on the managers / board of directors. Corporate law however gives shareholders the right to
ratify fundamental corporate decisions, but mainly ex post. Ex ante decisions are not required
by any jurisdiction.
2.3.2.6 Trusteeship and reward
Finally, the last pair of governance strategies alters the incentives of agents rather than
expanding the powers of the principals. These are incentive strategies. We will start in an
opposite order, since reward is a more natural example of such a strategy. As its name
implies, its aim is to reward agents who act in the interest of their principals. Broadly
speaking, there are two basic forms of this strategy – the sharing rule that motivates loyalty
by tying the agent’s monetary returns directly with the returns of the principal. An obvious
example is the protection that minority shareholders enjoy from the equal treatment rule; i.e.
that the dividends are distributed strictly on pro rata basis.
Even more known is the second form – pay-for-performance regime, in which agents are
rewarded for successfully advancing the principals' interests.26 Such tools range from a basic
bonus for meeting goals to more complicated schemes such as stock option plans27.
Trusteeship works on quite a different principle. It seeks to eliminate agency problems ex ante
by ensuring that bad behavior will not arise. It does not rely on high powered (i.e. monetary)
compensation, but rather plays with more subtle assets – reputation, pride, and ethics. Agents
that serve as trustees are thus coming into the corporation with assets that would perish if they
would turn against the principal. They can be both internal to the corporation – e.g.
independent board member - or external, when for example the corporation has to invite
26

More on this topic see Romano (1993:164)
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Naturally, in this respect, a problem with asymmetry of information arises. Managers can influence the stock
price movement on the capital markets with false information, in order to accrue higher compensation. See
Coffee (2002:19) for analysis of the situation in the 90’s.
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outside investment bank, a state official or regulatory body or a court to approve a corporate
decision or action.28

28

Coffee (2002) provides excellent account of the trusteeship crisis in the late 90’s. He evaluates the action of
auditors and financial analysts vis-à-vis the Enron case.
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3

Specific agency problems

In the previous section, we have elaborated on the general tools corporate law uses to deal
with the agency problems in companies. Now we will focus on two main agency problems29
(i.e. the manager-shareholder problem and the minority-majority shareholder problem).
Even though corporate law is able to mitigate the problems that arise between shareholders
and creditors, we will leave this section of the corporate law unexplored. The reason is fairly
simple. The banking sector in the Czech Republic was too unique due to the firm state grip on
it and the problems that we have seen during the 90’s were of quite a different kind than those
covered in standard corporate law textbook. The task to examine and understand the Czech
creditor protection issues and the Czech banking sector during the last decade of the twentieth
century would provide for a separate thesis.30
In this subchapter, our attention will be focused mainly on how corporate law deals with the
two other agency problems mentioned above. We will analyze them in more detail and see
how different jurisdictions make use of different statutes and tools to correct them.
But even more importantly, we will see how Czech corporate law changed with regards to
these problems in the last 16 years. Before we do that, let us briefly review the path that the
Czech corporate code took between the years 1990-2006.
3.1

Czech corporate code

Emerging from the communism, Czech corporate law was nearly non-existent. The only
exception was the law concerning and existence of joint-stock companies (akciová
společnost), which was present even during the communism. This legal form was used mainly
for companies doing business with foreign counterparts and had two important advantages – it
was a legal form known to the other party and more importantly, it was equipped with limited
liability.

29

The backbone of this part lies in the rather ingenious book by Kraakman et al. (2004). Because we take a
different approach to the structure it is hard to pinpoint each argument used. In general chapter 3 and 5-8 deal
with the topics covered in this sub-chapter, but on a more thorough basis and with much bigger accent on
comparison of different jurisdictions.
30

Readers who wish to find more on this topic can refer to Kraakman et al. (2004), where chapter 4 is devoted
entirely to this topic.
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First attempt at filling the corporate law vacuum came in 1990 with introduction of other legal
forms, but this corporate code (contained in the amended hospodářský zákoník) was only
temporally and rather short-lived. The new corporate code came into effect on January 1,
1992 as part of the Commercial Code (obchodní zákoník), promulgated under number
513/1991 Coll. (hereafter the ‘Commercial Code’) and was mainly influenced by the basic
mechanics of its German counterpart (but not in its more refined concepts). Corporate law
was heavily amended during the last 17 years and the number of changes reached close to 40
amendments. The most important ones were however passed in 1996 and 2000.
The amendment from 1996 was motivated mainly by two reasons. Firstly it was the first
approach to include corporate law provisions known in EU and secondly to increase (or rather
establish) better protection of minority shareholders. The amendment in 2000 could be easily
labeled ‘European’. It was a clear attempt to shift the Czech Commercial Code more towards
the European framework and achieve compatibility with European directives.
In this paper we will concentrate on these major changes in the corporate law in our
discussion, but will consider other amendments when appropriate.
3.2

Shareholders vs. Managers

As we have said already, the agency problems between shareholders and managers stem from
the separation of managerial decisions i.e. control (into the hands of specialized managers)
and ownership (into the hands of shareholders).
In an owner-managed firm, the owner/manager possesses two principal attributes. He (i)
makes managerial decisions of the firm and (ii) has a claim to the profits of the firm (these
claims are referred to as residual, to emphasize that they accrue after all costs and fixed claims
have been satisfied).
Separation of control and ownership means that shareholders own residual claims but lack
direct control over management decision-making, while managers have control but possess
relatively small (if any) residual claims.
This asymmetry has bothered economic scholars over many years and didn’t even escape eye
of Adam Smith. In The Wealth of Nations, Smith (1776), writing about joint stock companies,
stated: “the directors of such companies, however, being the managers rather of other
people’s money than of their own, it cannot well be expected that they should watch over it
with the same anxious vigilance with which the partners in a private copartnery frequently
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watch over their own. Like the stewards of a rich man, they are apt to consider attention to
small matters as not for their master’s honour, and very easily give themselves a dispensation
from having it. Negligence and profusion, therefore, must always prevail, more or less, in the
management of the affairs of such a company.”31As we can see, Smith was not able to foresee
the benefits that such separation brings about and the dominance that such corporations will
get, but was correct nonetheless.
Modern interest in the separation of ownership and control is often attributed to Berle and
Means (1932) who described the rise and problems of the then modern corporations in the
United States.
Before we start discussing particular agency problems stemming from separation of
ownership and control in more detail we will first look into the general benefits and costs that
are associated with it.
3.2.1

The costs and benefits of the separation of ownership and control

Marks (1999) sees benefits from the separation of ownership and control coming from the
interaction of three factors: (i) under certain conditions and certain types of decisions,
hierarchical decision making may be more efficient than market allocation, (ii) due to the
economies of scale in both production and decision making, optimal firm size can be quite
large and (iii) optimal investment strategy requires investors to be able to diversify and pool
and to be able to change their allocations in response to changing market conditions.
Another benefit can be seen simply in the managers themselves. Abstaining from agency
problems, they are a specialized workforce that owners can hire to provide for them higher
marginal product, if they are unable to do so themselves. This thus solves the often mentioned
problem that arises from the fact that managerial skills of founder do not necessary pass onto
his heirs, since, so to say, regression towards mediocrity does not concern only stature.
Costs associated with the separation of ownership and control came under more academic
scrutiny and after Adam Smith, scholars saw problems in incentives that the managers lack to
operate the company in the interest of shareholders. Jensen and Meckling (1976) have
characterized the problems as the, already mentioned, agency problems.

31

Smith, Adam, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations (Book 5, Chapter 1, Part 3, Art.
1); available online http://www.econlib.org/library/Smith/smWN.html
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To complicate the matter even more, the aim of corporate law and regulation is not to simply
minimize agency costs, because the equilibrium is not necessary at the minimum.
As Stiglitz (1989) has stated that, the problem addressed by the principal-agent literature is
“how one individual, the principal… can design a compensation system… which motivates
another individual, his agent… to act in the principal’s interest." Embodied in this statement
are two concepts:
Firstly, the notion that shareholders should have the ability to monitor and control
management. Yet modern analysis does not see full monitoring and control as ideal, since the
more control shareholders accrue, the more of the benefits stemming from the separation
disappears.
Secondly, that managers have to act in the best interest of their principals. Yet some authors
do not assume that it is socially desirable.

32

Berle and Means (1932) suggested treating

shareholders as investors who have no necessary claims to control: “on the one hand, the
owners of passive property, by surrendering control and responsibility over the active
property, have surrendered the right that the corporation should be operated in their sole
interest ... Neither the claims of ownership nor the those of control can stand against the
paramount interests of the community.” Under this framework, shareholders are just another
set of stakeholders.
From the economic point of view, our struggle will not be “to eliminate opportunism entirely,
but to bring its costs into rough equilibrium with the cost of controlling it” Kraakman et al.
(2004:73).
3.2.2

Market oriented strategies

This section will be dealing with strategies that try to solve agency problem using the market
tools.
3.2.2.1 Business failure
Business failure, usually hand in hand with other mechanisms, solves the shareholdermanager problem in three possible ways. Obviously, ineffective management of a company
32

Marks (1999) gives following example. Suppose that a publicly-traded company has made an ore discovery.
Immediate announcement of the discovery will increase share value by 10 percent. However, if the corporation
delays its announcement by eight months, allowing it to buy up property surrounding the ore discovery site, then
the share price will double. Finally suppose that this is an actively traded corporation and that it is certain that the
shareholders eight months from now will be different from the current shareholders. If we were to require that
management act as agents of current shareholders, an immediate announcement would be required.
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will be either replaced by the shareholders by means of a

takeover or managers will

ultimately lose their jobs when the company goes through bankruptcy. This threat of removal
or loss of job mitigates the problem of moral hazard and removal itself mitigates the problem
of adverse selection long before the corporation is actually allowed to fail (and social costs
surge).
However, absent additional mechanisms, a market that depended solely on business failure
might simply eliminate certain types of otherwise efficient organizations. If managers are
unable to ex ante credibly commit to behavior that benefits their principals, they may in turn
be unwilling to make investments in organizations in which they lack direct control. Akerlof
(1970) has demonstrated that asymmetric information can result in the wholesale elimination
of markets. In other words, absent other control mechanisms, large publicly owned
corporations might not be viable.33
3.2.2.2 Takeovers
A general argument for takeovers as a tool limiting managerial opportunism is that if a market
for corporate control is allowed to function, directors will be forced to take action to
maximize share value or risk a takeover and the resultant loss of job. The proper functioning
of such a market reduces the costs of the separation of ownership and control. Even though
shareholders lack direct control, managers will be forced by market pressures to act to
maximize share price, which is assumed to be in the interest of shareholders. If they fail to do
so, incompetent managers will be removed through the takeover process.
3.2.3

Legal strategies

In this subsection we will focus our attention on the different topics that create the
shareholder-manager agency problems and see the logic behind them and behind the solutions
offered by corporate law in different jurisdictions. Special attention will be paid to Czech
corporate law and the provisions that are connected to these topics. Czech rules are separated
from the other text and you can find them in text-boxes.
3.2.3.1 Board and directors
If we would consider the strategies shown in table 2-1, we would see that corporate
governance, quite naturally, views selection and removal as the most significant tool for

33

Taken from Marks (1999:698)
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solving the shareholder-manager problem – since corporate governance relies on two core
principles: (i) investor ownership implies that shareholders have a significant right of control
over the companies (as residual claimants) and (ii) delegated management, i.e. shareholders
exercise their control indirectly, by participating in the selection and removal of directors.
Shareholders delegate their power into the hands of a board. Generally speaking, in
jurisdictions around the world we can find two different structures of the boards34. AngloAmerican countries35 rely on the system with one board, while (mainly) Central European36
countries form a (smaller) group of countries that have two-tier board (board of directors and
supervisory board37).
One of the reasons to have two-tier system could potentially be the hope for better monitoring
of the management, since concentrating the monitoring role in a few members of the
supervisory board – whose members are required to be independent, non-executive directors –
could reduce information asymmetry and better align wishes of shareholders with those of
managers.38 But there is an obvious problem – the two-tier system introduces one more layer
between shareholders and managers and thus another layer of agency problems and costs.
To make matters even worse, the composition of the supervisory board – which in most
countries is motivated not by economical but rather political logic - restricts full appointment
of the board by the shareholders. In Germany, co-determination rules39 allot in large
companies half of the seats on the board to the hands of employees.
Single board jurisdictions tend to solve such problems in a similar fashion, but instead of
separating non-executive, independent40 members into a separate board, they incorporate

34

Richter (2002:53)
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Also including for example Denmark, Greece, Italy, Spain, Sweden or Switzerland

36

Including Germany, Austria, Portugal and as well as Czech Republic
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These two boards are organized vertically with an elected supervisory board that, in turn, sometimes appoints
‘managing’ board. But this does not mean that the management board is powerless in two-board jurisdictions.
The German supervisory board, for example, cannot oust the management board without a cause, cannot make
certain decisions reserved to the management board, and – as a legal matter – may even be overruled by the
management board if the latter can obtain a three quarters supermajority in a vote of the shareholders. Kraakman
et al. (2004:35)
38

But since the board of directors and the supervisory board meet separately, this might me an illusion and onetier board with independent directors might solve this problem better.
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For more on co-determination see Gorton and Schmid (2000)
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In our meaning someone who does not share financial interest of the hired managers (and possibly
shareholders).
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them into one (while assigning non-executive directors to decide issues that might implicate
executive directors in a conflict of interests and hence act as a quasi-supervisory board).
To provide an answer to which structure is better (not taking into consideration the
codetermination as a tool for achieving different objective than economic efficiency) is to take
a look at countries that allow for both structures – such as France. Since 1966, French
companies have the right to opt for a two-tier structure, but only 1 % of French companies
have done it so far. Richter (2002:53) concludes from this evidence that the institutional
evolution theory would thus consider the two-tier structure as inefficient.
But even a single board with independent directors is not problem-free. Although good in
theory, it is still a question how much independent directors actually contribute to the
improvement of corporate governance.41 Kraakman et al. (2004) put is nicely: “in general
trusteeship is a poor substitute for selecting managers that are strongly motivated, financially
and otherwise, to act in the interest of shareholders.”
In the case of the Czech Republic, the corporate code works with two-tiered board, which is
elected by the shareholders or if the articles of association provide for it, board of directors
can be elected and recalled by the supervisory board.42
As in Germany, supervisory board is appointed jointly by the shareholders and employees, but
the default rule in the Czech corporate code is that only one third of the board members are
appointed by the employees.43 However, it allows the company to raise this ratio to one half
in the articles of association.
Naturally, the supervisory board is a non-executive board and its main purpose is to supervise
the exercise of the board of director’s powers and its management of the company’s business
activities
3.2.3.1.1 Rewarding directors
A much more important tool for aligning the interests of managers and shareholders
(especially in US and UK, but gaining popularity in Continental Europe as well) is seen in
pay-for-performance reward schemes for the management. These high-powered incentives are
a rational alternative to close monitoring by powerful shareholders or by active takeover
41

For an interesting and more in-depth discussion on benefits of two- and single-tier board see Carrasco (2004)
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Commercial Code (as of 1991) §194/1
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This applies for companies with more than 50 employees.
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market and in some jurisdictions are even encouraged by the general rules.44 They too
however have their own drawbacks. Coffee (2002:19) notes that “stock options create an
obvious and potentially perverse incentive to engage in short-run, rather than longterm, stock
price maximization because executives can exercise their stock options and sell the
underlying shares on the same day”. This problem was encountered mainly in the US, but
leads us to a general finding. If monitoring of managers fails and shareholders are not able to
limit false information, stock option plans might create even more trouble than they had
hoped to solve. Coffee gives a colorful example of how compensation schemes, hand in hand
with the failure of monitoring bodies, created one of the biggest financial scandals of the last
decades – Enron.
The Czech Commercial Code (as of 1991) states in §178 that the general meeting may
allocate a certain proportion of the profits included for distribution to member of the board of
directors and the supervisory board (emoluments). There is no other provision on what such
compensation should or should not look like.
It should be noted, and should be obvious to the reader, that independent directors and
supervisory board in the case of two-tier board countries should be rewarded independently
from the performance of the firm and especially from the managers/board of directors they
suppose to monitor. Giving supervisory board stock-options (as is the case in the Czech
Republic45) is absolutely wrong.46 Giving them the same high-powered incentives makes
them, from our point of view, indistinguishable from board of directors and hence, at best,
futile.
Nonetheless, stock option plans have not been very much used in the Czech Republic due to
the poor liquidity on the Prague Stock Exchange. The handful of companies for which option
schemes make sense in terms of liquidity use them and until now, there has not been any
reported case of manipulation with the stock prices in such a case.
3.2.3.2 Limiting board powers
Delegation of power from shareholders to managers is never full and shareholders need not
(and generally do not) delegate all authority to decide corporate matters to the board of
44

In the U.S. by the tax code or disclosure rules.
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E.g. energy company CEZ
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Tomáš Richter provides in his newspaper article “Akciové opce pro dozorčí rady? Ne“ (Mladá Fronta Dnes,
17.05.2005) similar arguments against this situation.
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directors. Even though optimal delegation of power to the board is not agreed, there are
general tendencies. Corporate law seldom limits board discretion unless corporate actions
share at least one (and usually three) of the following characteristics: (i) they are large relative
to the value of the company, (ii) they require broad-gauge, investment-like judgment that
shareholders are arguably equipped to make, or (iii) they create a possible conflict of interest
for directors.47
We will look more closely at three separate cases of such corporate actions.
3.2.3.2.1 Mergers and divisions
Mergers usually posses all three characteristics mentioned in the previous paragraph. From
the manager-shareholder agency problem point of view, the biggest and most interesting
characteristic is the last one – possible conflict of interest. A board that negotiates the merger
is in risk of being self-interested in its decision-making. For example, directors and officers
who negotiate to sell ‘their’ companies enter a ‘final period’ or ‘end game’, which
compromises their incentives to pursue shareholder interest. Kraakman et al. (2004:132) note
that they either negotiate their own severance agreement, or they negotiate their new
employment contract – with the acquirer rather than with their own corporation.
The usual requirement that the shareholders of acquired firms (at least) must ratify major
organic changes reflects the potential for managerial opportunism in these transactions. These
ratification requirements usually apply to both participants of the merger or consolidation.
The only exception in many jurisdictions is when a much larger company merges with its
target48, as long as the merger does not alter the surviving corporation’s charter. The policy
behind this exception is straight-forward. From the point of view of the acquirer's
shareholders, there is no significant change in their investment, the costs associated with
ratification would be substantial compared to potential benefits, and these purchases are
mainly structured as mergers due to tax or other benefits that this transaction form provides.
Corporate divisions, even though only a mirror image of mergers, are not usually as closely
regulated as mergers. Reasons are multiple: they are ‘smaller’ transactions than mergers –
they merely restructure existing assets and liabilities into more efficient structure. The board
usually has better information and expertise for these kinds of transactions than shareholders
47

More detail on each see Kraakman et al. (2004:132)
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Or in ‘short-form’ mergers, in which a subsidiary is merged into a parent company holding substantially all
(usually 90 % or more) of the subsidiary’s shares.
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and possible conflict of interest vis-à-vis shareholders is significantly smaller. Not only is it
easier for shareholders to ex post monitor fairness (and possibly invite court to intervene), but
the final period problem is less severe as well, since managers and directors usually stay to
manage the continuous firms.
The Commercial Code (as of 2000) introduced provisions (§220 and the following)
concerning mergers based on the EU legislation (third and six council directives) and is
similar to the current German and Austrian statutory provisions49
Powers of the board of directors are undeniably limited. Even though each participating
company’s board of directors draws up a draft of the terms of the merger, general meeting of
shareholders of all the participating companies must approve it. On top of that, the company’s
supervisory board examines the draft of the terms of merger and an experts’ opinion on the
draft terms is required. §220a (8) also states that “no special advantage (benefit) may be
conferred on a person who took active part in the merger”, which could also be seen as a tool
trying to limit board opportunism. Another provision that aims in the same direction is
liability (joint and several) of the board members and the merger experts in case they breach
their duties.
For divisions, similar provisions apply and again, the general meeting of shareholders has the
last word on a division of the company.
3.2.3.2.2 Legal capital, share issues, and corporate distributions
Shareholders as a group have interest and incentive to control actions that would dilute their
cash flow or voting rights, such as the above-mentioned mergers. The same concerns arise
whenever a company issues new equity or repurchases outstanding stock. EU law usually
mandates that any reductions in subscribed legal capital in public companies must be ratified
by a qualified majority of shareholders. The U.S. does not put such focus on this provision,
stemming from different structure of ownership and legal strategies.
Whatever the approach to legal capital, all jurisdictions regulate some aspects of the corporate
decisions to issue new shares. Since the decision to issue new shares involves both operational
considerations (in which board has expertise) and investment-like considerations (in which
shareholders have expertise) and since managers' incentives are problematic (they can be
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First steps to approach EU legislation standards came in 1996, but the Commercial code (as of 2000) was the
biggest step in this direction.
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tempted to build empires, entrench managers or dilute control), it is not surprising that we find
the requirement of both board and shareholder approval in most jurisdictions.
Corporate distributions again put strong line between the jurisdictions. While the U.S. gives
dividend policy to the board, other jurisdictions give the power (also) to the shareholders.
Czech corporate code gives shareholders, deciding at the general meeting, quite a few powers.
Decisions to increase or reduce the capital stock or to issue convertible debentures and to
approve the annual financial statements or to approve distribution of profits are all within the
powers of shareholders.
3.2.3.2.3 Charter amendments
Material charter amendments must be approved by shareholders in all jurisdictions. Thus,
shareholders as a class are protected against unilateral board decision to change any corporate
feature that is secured by the charter, and subsequently against possible reassigning of power
within the corporation. It is natural and in line with the previous reasoning that actions that
changes the profile of the investment (reassigns power) are left to the discretion of the
shareholders.
It is no surprise that the corporate code from the very beginning leave all charter amendments
– not just material ones - to the scope of general meeting. The quorum required for the change
is 2/3 of the present shareholders, to highlight the importance of the charter.
3.2.3.3 Self-dealing transactions
Traditionally, directors and senior officers were forbidden from transacting with their
companies because they enjoyed too much discretion to divert company value. Today
corporate law generally allows such self-dealing transactions for practical reasons. Directors
and managers are sometimes the only parties with which small companies can transact and
per se prohibitions on self-dealing transactions may not accomplish much. However,
corporate law often subjects them to legal controls. Company law typically regulates four
types of managerial transactions.50 Two of them are generic self-dealing transactions – (i)
traditional self-dealing and (ii) compensation policy. The remaining transactions are generic
forms of potential misappropriation – (iii) appropriating corporate opportunities and (iv)
insider trading.
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Kraakman et al. (2004:102), footnote 4
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In traditional self-dealing, the risk to the shareholders is that the directors (or their related
parties) will transact with the company on terms less favorable than could be obtained by
arm’s length negotiation or open market purchase. Compensation agreements - even though
technically a form of self-dealing - are unavoidable for companies and hence less suspect.
Here, shareholders face the risk of collusion among managers and board members setting
their compensation levels.
Generic misappropriation occurs when directors (or their related parties) appropriate value
belonging to the corporation or its shareholders by means of transacting with the third party,
rather than with the corporation itself. In insider trading cases, officers or directors
appropriate the market value of the company’s investments from outside shareholders rather
than appropriating investment projects from the company itself.

Corporate law adopts a wide range of legal strategies that can be summed up into the
following five approaches: (i) mandatory disclosure, (ii) disinterested board approval, (iii)
shareholder approval, (iv) prohibition and (v) enforcement of duty of loyalty.
3.2.3.3.1 Mandatory disclosure
Mandatory disclosure that fights information asymmetry between managers and shareholders
and alerts shareholders and the market to related party transaction is among the most
significant controls in the context of public companies and is the most stringent in the U.S.51
The strategy of forcing the disclosure of related party transactions has obvious advantages, at
least if managers are truthful, for it provides many threats to managers. The capital market can
threaten with lower share prices if such transactions are seen unfavorable, the market for
managers with the risk to harm to reputation, and the firm’s governance structure with the
threat of a proxy contest. More importantly, it is an essential condition for the following
approaches to work. Best of all, mandatory disclosure does not harm in any way legitimate
self-dealing transactions. The only drawbacks are that (i) disclosure creates costs if a general
system of centralized reporting is not already in place and (ii) when legitimate self-dealing
transactions take place (for example within business groups (‘koncern’)) mandatory
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E.g. all companies must disclose annually all compensation paid to the five top managers, reveal all ‘material’
transactions between the company and its officers or directors and mandates officers and directors of public
companies to report their transactions with company shares within 2 days
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disclosure may cause the divulgement of proprietary information contained in the nature or
the contents of the related party-transactions.
3.2.3.3.2 Disinterested board approval
Another issue arises: how is power distributed for approval of self-dealing transactions.
Broadly, we have two possibilities – board or shareholders. The answer to this problem is a
function of two variables – costs and effectiveness. Generally, we could give the power to the
hands of shareholders (i.e. residual claimants), but such decision would clearly suffer from the
collective choice problem and more importantly would be extremely costly, if each
shareholder would have to be informed.
Many jurisdictions thus give the power to the hands of disinterested board (unless other
problems arise that need approval from shareholders) and that means either to the hands of
supervisory board in two-tier board countries, or to the independent board members
committee.
Such strategy has two virtues - it is cheap and unlikely to discourage efficient self-dealing
transactions. On the other hand, its ability to prevent inefficient transactions is dubious.
Assuming full independency of board members (i.e. relying solely on trusteeship strategy)
might not be the best solution as we have seen in the case of Enron where a ‘disinterested’
board failed to prevent self-dealing.
3.2.3.3.3 Shareholder approval
Logically, this power should be in the hands of residual claimants, since it is them who suffer
from potential managerial opportunism. But again, costs would be significant compared to
possible benefits and hence corporate law usually mandates shareholders to approve only such
self-dealing transactions where board members' self-interest would be too great – e.g.
compensation schemes.
3.2.3.3.4 Prohibition
As was said previously, full scale prohibition was once employed, but potential benefits
stemming from legitimate self-dealing transactions shrunk the prohibition over the years only
to cases that are clearly inefficient or highly problematic. Some jurisdiction ban for example
credit transactions between company and managers.
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Wide-spread prohibition is, however, still used in the case of insider trading – prophylactic
restrictions on short-term ‘round-trip’ trading (when shares are sold and bought back later or
its mirror situation), ban on trades informed by material inside information, or trading shares
prior to the disclosure of material non-public information.
3.2.3.3.5 Enforcement of standards
Naturally, there is always a scope for ex post control of management. Courts can be invited to
inspect and approve self-dealing transactions. But we again run into to same troubles that we
have talked about previously. Courts might not be able to understand the business transaction,
transaction costs (fixed) are paid by the plaintiff, but potential benefits are shared by all
shareholders. Most likely, standards will be able to punish only the most obvious self-dealing
transactions and the outcome will also depend on given jurisdiction and the particular type of
duty.
The commercial Code (as of 1991) was again very brief as far as self-dealing transactions are
concerned. §196 talks about the prohibition of competitive conduct – prohibition to (i)
conclude in the director's own name, or for his own account, business transactions related to
the company’s business activities, (ii) mediate the company’s business transactions for third
persons, (iii) participate in the business activity of another company as a member with
unlimited liability, (iv) exercise the powers of a statutory body, or be a member of a statutory
or similar body, of another legal entity engaged in similar business activity. §196(d) however
restricts the last (iv) restriction. It shall not “apply to a legal entity in the business activity of
which an ownership interest is held by the company a member of whose statutory body he is.”
The main problem of this Commercial code was that such prohibition could have been
escaped by the articles of association.
The Commercial Code (as of 1996) included new provision §196a stating that a company may
conclude a contract for credit or a loan with a member of the board of directors, supervisory
board, or with persons close to them52, or a contract on securing the obligations of these
persons, or a contract for free-of-charge transfer of property from the company, only with
prior approval of the general meeting and only under the conditions customary in business
transactions.
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A close person is defined in §116 of the Civil Code as a relative in direct line of descent, a sibling or a spouse;
other persons in a family or similar relationship are considered as close persons if a detriment suffered by one of
them may justly be felt by the other person to be a detriment to himself.
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Also where the company acquires for consideration (payment) assets from its shareholders or
board members, or transfers to any such person property for consideration and the value of
such property exceeds one tenth of the company’s subscribed registered capital, such property
may be acquired or disposed of only for a price determined by an expert’s opinion and only
with the general meeting’s approval (these provisions do not apply in the case of transactions
by a controlled person from the controlling person). The Commercial Code (as of 2000) asks
for general meetings approval only if such transaction occurs within three years of
incorporation of the company.
As for the compensation policy and insider trading provisions, compensation policy was left
for the decision of the general meeting. Insider trading was dealt with in a separate Act on
Securities.53 Insider trading was prohibited (§81) and its violation could be punished with a
fine amounting up to 5 million crowns (later up to 20 millions) and such violator could be
send to prison (§128 of Criminal Code).
3.2.3.4 Liability of management
The final range of possibilities of how shareholders can try to overcome the shareholdermanager agency problem is by relying on rules and standards and through these standards,
make managers liable for breaching their duties. We have already mentioned different duties
and the problems associated with them in section 2.3.2.2.1.
The Commercial Code (as of 1991) stated that the board of directors must exercise their
powers with due care, but have to follow the principles and instructions approved by the
shareholders meeting. §194 also stated that members of the board of directors who breach
their duties shall be liable for damage caused to third parties if compensation for such damage
cannot be obtained from the company because of its insolvency.
The Commercial Code (as of 1996) brought significant improvement in this paragraph. It
firstly prohibited any contract between the company and a member of the board of directors,
or the provisions of articles of association excluding or limiting the liability of a member of
the board of directors. This ended the time when it was possible to limit liability of the
management in the articles of association. On the other hand, it provided that members of the
53

These provisions were later replaced by the Act No. 256/2004 Coll., on Business Activities on the Capital
Market
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board of directors shall not be liable for damage which was caused by them executing a
particular instruction given by the general meeting, provided that at least one member of the
board of directors brought the unsuitability of such instruction to the general meeting’s
attention and asked for his protest regarding this instruction be recorded in the minutes of the
general meeting, but the general meeting insisted on execution of the instruction.”
The Commercial Code (as of 2000) also prohibited limiting the board of director’s liability.
Newly, members of the board of directors were liable for damages jointly and severaly. If
there is a dispute about whether a particular member of the board exercised due managerial
care, the burden of proof was to be borne by such member, and the board members would
only be liable for damage caused by them executing a specific instruction of the general
meeting if such instruction were contrary to statutory provisions.
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3.3

Majority Shareholders vs. Minority Shareholders

We will take similar approach to this agency problem as in the previous sub-chapter. Firstly,
we will consider why such a problem arises, and then we will turn our attention to specific
problems and their legal solutions. Again, we will focus on the provisions in the Czech
corporate code associated with these topics.
3.3.1

Costs and benefits of controlling shareholder

Gilson (2005) expanding on previous work of Gilson and Gordon (2003) argues that there is
the ‘controlling shareholder tradeoff’. According to him the role of controlling shareholders
lies at the intersection of the two elements of the agency problem. The first element is the
familiar agency problem that arises from the separation of ownership and control.
He argues that governance devices that received attention in the last 20 years – hostile
takeovers and independent directors – are quite delicate and are not suitable for all situations
and problems.
From this perspective, a controlling shareholder may better police the management of public
corporations than the standard panoply of market-oriented techniques employed when
shareholdings are widely-held. Because of a large equity stake, a controlling shareholder is
more likely to have the incentive either to effectively monitor managers or to manage the
company itself and, because of proximity and lower information costs, may be able to catch
problems early.54
The second element of the public corporation agency problem is the conflict between a
controlling shareholder and non-controlling shareholders over the potential for the controlling
shareholder to extract private benefits of control. Thus, controlling shareholder monitoring as
a means to ameliorate managerial agency problems also comes with frictions.
3.3.1.1 How prevalent are blockholders?
Before we start with the majority-minority shareholder conflict, let us first explore what
corporate ownership around the world looks like. La Porta et al. (1998:20) found that the
previously perceived ownership landscape as viewed by Berle and Means – i.e. dispersed
ownership - is far from actual reality, especially in certain countries.55
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Similar view is shared by Shleifer and Vishny (1986). In their model large shareholders are the biggest
benefits of monitoring (public good) so they might as well pay for it.
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They also provide excellent source of studies on corporate ownership.
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They have found that using the 20 per cent definition of control, 36 percent of the firms in the
world56 are widely-held, 30 percent are family-controlled, 18 percent are state-controlled, and
the remaining 15 percent are divided between the residual categories. Their sample included
20 biggest corporations in each country and quite importantly results were different on the
country to country basis. All 20 firms in the UK, 18 in Japan, 16 in US fitted the widely-held
description, while some other countries had hardly any.
Also, among the corporations with controlling owners, the principal owner types were the
families and the State – in their view attributed to the unfinished privatization in many
countries.
Marco Becht (2003) concentrates more on the European continent and notes that, for example,
82.5 percent of German listed companies, 65.8 percent of Italian listed companies, and 64.2
percent of Swedish listed companies, have a blocking shareholder minority of at least 25
percent. Moving the control level up to a majority lowers the percentage of listed companies
with a control block to 64.2 percent in Germany, 56.1 percent in Italy, and 26.3 percent in
Sweden.
For East Asian countries, Classens, Djankov and Lang (2000) found that a single shareholder
controls more than two-thirds of listed firms. (This pattern is - in Europe as well as Asia –
even more elevated by the use of leverage in voting via dual classes of common stock,
pyramids or multiple control chains.)
Mejstřík, K. (2005), who examined the ownership concentration among the 55 companies
traded on the Prague stock exchange, found that the largest voting block was on average 74.88
percent and the second largest on average 11.19 percent. We can thus see that majorityminority conflicts were by no means irrelevant to the Czech Republic.
3.3.2

Minority shareholders and their powers in the Czech Republic

At this point, we need to note that the aim of the corporate law in respect to this agency
problem is not to protect minority shareholder ‘no matter what’. Dědič (1996) notes:
“protection of minority shareholders has and must have its limits. The legal system must also
protect the majority shareholder from potential misuse of rights, contained in the legal system
in order to protect minority shareholders, keeping in mind the well-being of the corporation
as a whole and protect legal certainty of all shareholders and creditors of the corporation
56

In their case the ‘world’ consists of 27 wealthiest economies.
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from the interests of the minority shareholders. In other words, it is about finding the optimal
balance between the rights that protect individuals and demand of legal certainty of all
stakeholders.”
In this subchapter, we will look at how the Czech Commercial Code viewed minority
shareholders and their rights at the general meeting, vis-à-vis the board and how it tried to
balance their powers in respect to the nullification of the general meeting.
The right to participate at the general meeting and vote was never questioned and has been in
the Commercial Code since 1990.57 Participation at the general meeting was nevertheless
suppressed for the shareholders. Shareholders were forbidden to actively participate during
these meetings and all their remarks had to be given prior to the meeting in a written form.58
This led to a grand disillusion of the individual shareholders and to their gradual disappearing
from the general meetings altogether.59 This practice was later found unlawful by the
Constitution Court; Havel (2003).
Even though the Commercial Code (as of 1991) did not operate with the terms minoritymajority, it provided shareholders holding 10 % of shares with certain rights. It gave them (i)
the right to request an extraordinary general meeting to discuss matters proposed by the
shareholders, (ii) the right to include an issue raised by such shareholder on the agenda of the
general meeting and (iii) the right to request that the supervisory board must review the
exercise of the board of director’s powers in specific matters60
The Commercial Code (as of 1996) brought new powers to the minority shareholders. They
could61 (apart from already mentioned rights) request that (i) the supervisory board claims the
right to compensation for damage which the company has against a member of the board of
directors and (ii) the board of directors file a lawsuit concerning payment of the issue price
against shareholders being in arrears with its payment. If these boards failed to do so,
shareholders had the right to claim the compensation or the payment themselves.
The Commercial Code (as of 2000) gives in §182/3 minority shareholders right to file a
petition with the court, asking for the appointment of an expert to examine the relationship
57

In the 1990 as part of “Hospodářský zákoník“
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Default term in the Articles of Association provided by the National Property Fund.
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Quite cynically we could say that these individual shareholders learned about the term ‘rational apathy’ on
their own.
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Commercial Code (as of 1991) §181 and §182
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Given that they again hold at least 10% of equity.
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between a controlled person and related (linked) persons if there are serious reasons for such
examination. This right thus gives minority shareholders the right to ensure that when
someone acquires majority in cooperation with others and does not disclose such situation,
such situation can be examined.
Also the year 2000 brought the lower limit on qualified minority. Newly the threshold was set
to 5 % for companies with equity lower then 100 million CZK and 3 % otherwise, which
makes minority position even stronger and corresponds better with the ownership
concentration seen in the Czech corporations during this period.62
Another important aspect of the law relating to the general meeting is its nullification. The
Corporate Code (as of 1991) stated in §18363 that within 3 months of the general meeting
taking place shareholder, director or a member of the supervisory board may ask the court to
declare a resolution of the general meeting null and void, should such resolution contradict the
legal regulations, the memorandum of association or the articles of association.
There was at least one change in the Commercial Code (as of 1996) that we could say was
clearly motivated by the protection of majority shareholders against the opportunism of
minority shareholders, who could potentially block important corporate decisions by asking
the court to nullify the resolutions of a general meeting. §183 laid down specific cases when
such nullification was not possible. It was in the cases (i) of violations of legal provisions or
articles of association resulting in non-essential infringement of rights, particularly with
regard to an invitation to a general meeting or announcement of a general meeting which
failed to include all the necessary requirements, or with regard to substantial infringements of
rights which, however, did not result in any serious legal consequences, (ii) where this
procedure would result in substantial interference with rights acquired in good faith by third
parties, or (iii) where an entry in the Commercial Register has already been made, based on a
particular resolution of the general meeting.
3.3.3

Board of Directors

The appointment rights strategy can be used to address agency problems between majority
and minority shareholders. Having representation on the board of directors is a
62

As we have already mentioned Krystof Mejstřík (2005:46) found that the mean of 2nd largest voting block is
11.19 % and median 3.53 %. Even though these numbers are not too reliable due to the fact that blocks lower
then 5% do not have to be disclosed, the general idea is clear.
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general meeting null or void.
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valuable asset which provides shareholders information and chance to shape company policy.
It is thus no surprise that corporate law has tried to provide ways to secure that, minority
shareholders have a chance to have their representatives on the board.
In general it can be done in two possible ways: (i) reserving seats on the board for the
minority shareholders or (ii) limiting the voting rights of large (and potentially controlling)
shareholders.
There is a rather simple way of ensuring minority shareholder representation on the board: a
proportional or cumulative voting rule. Such a rule permits shareholder with holdings that
exceed a critical threshold to select one or more board members. The power of minority
shareholders can be further increased by assigning these board members certain committee
roles or selective veto powers. Despite the potential benefits of this rule no major jurisdiction
mandates it and in some jurisdiction (e.g. Germany) it is entirely prohibited.
The second method relies, instead on securing minority shareholders seat on the board, on
limiting power of the large shareholders and thus limiting their representation on the board.
This is done by vote-capping which can have two possible forms.64
(i)

Strong vote capping reduces the voting rights of large shareholders below their
proportionate economic ownership, and thus elevates voting power of the smaller
shareholders. (e.g. no shareholder can exercise more than 5% of the votes on the
annual shareholders meeting).

(ii)

Weak vote capping, by contrast limits the extent to which controlling shareholders
can exercise voting rights in excess of their economic stake in the company. De
facto this rule creates a one-share, one-vote situation and limits the shareholder to
use their power that is not backed by their cash-flow rights.

Another possibility of how to ensure smaller shareholders to cooperate on the control of the
corporation is to lower transaction costs associated with voting. There are numerous voting
mechanisms that allow small shareholders to vote at the shareholders meeting without being
physically present: (i) mail voting, (ii) proxy solicitation by corporate partisans and (iii)
proxy voting through depository institutions.
One of the key features of the Czech corporate law that survived till today is that simple
majority of votes necessary to elect or recall all the member of the board of directors and 2/365
of the supervisory board is strong default.
64

Kraakman et al. (2004:54)
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Even though it is possible (§180/2)66 to restrict – in the articles of association - the exercise of
a voting right by determining a maximum number of votes per shareholder, we are not aware
that such practice was used at least in minimal extent.
3.3.4

Transactions with controlling shareholders

As with the self-dealing transactions involving managers; possible problems arise in respect
to self-dealing transactions carried by (directly or indirectly) controlling shareholders. As in
many other cases the concern here is that block-holders will use their powers to benefit
themselves rather than all shareholders as a class.
Unlike managers, controlling shareholders often have a substantial stake in the companies and
hence also a strong financial interest in the company, but if they do carry their task of
managing the company they receive only portion of the profit relative to their part of equity.
They thus have a strong incentive to divert value from the company, since in such a case they
do not have to share with other shareholders.
The whole problem escalates even more in corporate groups, pyramidal structures and other
possible situations where controlling shareholder have control rights disproportional to his
cash-flow right67.
Even though these problems exist and arise not a single jurisdiction in the world bans
transactions with controlling shareholders. Its potential benefits are so substantial and
valuable – as the number of corporate groups and parent-subsidiary structures suggest - that
such rules would be simply inefficient.
3.3.4.1 Mandatory disclosure
Corporate law deploys several strategies to overcome this problem and minimize its misuse.
Quite naturally and possibly the most cost-beneficial strategy is mandatory disclosure.
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As was said previously remaining supervisory board members are elected by employees. Hence this proportion
can be between 1/2 to 2/3 depending on the articles of association.
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The Commercial Code (as of 1996)
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We will not deal with this problem and discuss it in more detail, because Czech Republic does not allow such
practices. More information can be nonetheless found in Lucian Aye Bebchuk, Reinier Kraakman, and George
Triantis (2000): Stock Pyramids, Cross-Ownership and Dual Class Equity: The Mechanisms and AgencyCosts of
Separating Control From Cash-Flow Rights
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Disclosure requirements for transactions involving controlling shareholders generally do not
differentiate too much from requirements established for similar problem with managers.
Across the jurisdictions the strongest requirements can be found in the US and Japan (public
companies must disclose all major transactions with shareholders that own more than 5 % of
the company, and owners of more than 10 % to report sales and purchases of company
shares), while Europe is less stringent.
The benefits of this strategy is obvious; it gives markets and other shareholders information
necessary to adjust stock price or invite the court to inspect such transactions. Costs are
mainly associated with disclosure itself. For large companies with established system for such
disclosures it is almost costless, but for smaller companies might be significant. That is one of
the reasons why EU does not yet require the full disclosure of conflicted transactions with
controlling shareholders in public corporations. Other explanation comes from public choice
theory; strong owners and controllers (in some companies state itself) successfully deter such
policies.
3.3.4.2 Board and minority shareholder ratification
As with managerial self-dealing one of the possible ways to minimize self-dealing is to
demand that such transactions have to be approved by disinterested board members. Such
strategy is however not (as) heavily used for screening possible conflicting transaction for a
simple reason. Disinterested-ness or independency of board members is even more fictional in
respect to controlling shareholders than with managers.
Another possible strategy is thus to place screening role into the hands of minority
shareholders or allowing them to void self-interested resolutions for ‘fraud on the minority’
and ‘extreme unfairness’.68 This strategy did not find widespread favor either, possibly
because it collides with the majoritarian norm of shareholder voting and is used mainly in US.
3.3.4.3 Fiduciary duties and fairness norms
As with managerial transactions corporate law provides few rules but many standards to
regulate the transactions of controlling shareholders. The rules strategy is used primarily for
the insider trading cases, in which it bars mainly short-swing purchases and sales of
companies’ securities.
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See Kraakman et al. (2004:122)
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However corporate law has many ex post strategies to regulate opportunism and legal
remedies to enforce them.
One way to protect minority shareholders is to give them a right to force a corporate
dissolution and a distribution of assets upon a showing of an egregious abuse of power by a
controlling shareholder. This remedy is well developed in Canada and UK, where minority
shareholders frequently use the claim of ‘oppression’ or ‘unfair prejudice’ to argue that
controllers should be compelled to buy back minority shares or liquidate their companies.
Actual dissolution of the companies is however quite rare. Courts usually prefer to protect a
going-concern value of companies, by encouraging their controllers to buy out minority
shareholders.
A second remedy for self-serving transactions takes a different approach and is used for
corporate groups that do not acknowledge a collective identity. It gives controlling
shareholders chances to indemnify their ‘subsidiaries’ for any losses that stem from acting in
the group’s interests. Such technique is employed (even though not widely) in Germany and
France and also gives minority shareholders chance to sue in a derivative action, should a
parent fail to indemnify its subsidiaries.
Controlling shareholder may also be liable ex post for diverting unfairly value from the
company and minority shareholders. These court enforced standards usually do so through, in
European jurisdictions, treating shareholders as ‘de facto’ or ‘shadow’ directors if they have
been actively involved in managing corporation. They will not be liable, however, if their role
is limited to monitoring corporate management and voting their shares for directors or
otherwise. It should be noted that these provisions are rarely effective. By contrast, most U.S.
courts do have a tough standard for evaluating self-dealing transactions by controlling
shareholders: the ‘entire fairness’ or the ‘intrinsic fairness test’. These tests can easily impose
massive liability on parent companies and other controlling shareholders who have been
found to violate it in their self-dealing transactions; Johnson et al. (2000)
The last two alternatives to regulate conduct of controlling shareholders directly, is to regulate
the behavior of agents through which they must act. The most important of these indirect
agents are naturally directors. Directors who approve self-dealing transactions can face
personal liability under a number of jurisdictions. On the other hand there is a problem that to
stringent regulation might force directors to be too risk averse.
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The last alternative, even though more theoretical, stems from negligence actions against
accountants, but this tool is used more often to prevent false financial statement than to
prevent self-dealing.
While the Commercial Code (as of 1991) did not contain any provision regarding transactions
with the controlling shareholders the Commercial Code (as of 1996)

introduced an

indemnification rule similar to the German law. §190a states that when a profit transfer
contract is concluded and the general meeting approves such distribution, the controlling
person is bound to provide the other shareholders with a settlement equal to the average
dividend for the last three years, but if no dividend was paid in the last three years, then in an
amount equal to the dividend usually paid by the companies with identical or similar objects
of business activity on making a comparable profit.
It can be easily deducted why this provision could not work in the Czech Republic. Not only
is the way of deciding on the amount of compensation very elaborate and finding an almost
identical company hard, it failed to acknowledge the fact that dividend policy was not a
standard, but rather an exception in the Czech Republic.69
The Commercial Code (as of 2000) was a little more precise – compensation must be
provided at least in the amount which, according to the company’s previous and envisaged
future trading results, taking into account adequate depreciation and adjustments, could
probably be distributed as a profit share pertaining to the shares of a certain nominal value. It
could be quite problematic to set the compensation right, but the law still leaves the outside
shareholders with the possibility to invite court to set the adequate indemnification.
The Commercial Code (as of 2000) also introduced in §66a provisions relating to business
groups that are not based on contract as noted previously, but rather on factual influence.
Controlling and controlled person (in case of companies ‘parent’ and ‘daughter’ company)
are defined through a relationship in which controlling person or party has at its disposal at
least 40 % of the voting rights in a legal entity.70
For such factual business group (‘koncern’) the law mandates certain duties. If the controlling
person causes damage to a controlled person, it must compensate the damage by no later than
the end of the accounting period. The statutory organ of the controlled person must draw up a
69
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written report on relationships between the controlling person and the controlled person and
on relationships between the latter and other persons controlled by the same person. This
report must state what agreements were concluded between related persons in the last
accounting period, what other acts-in-law (legal transactions) were made in the interest of
these persons, and all the other measures which were adopted or affected in the interest, or at
the instigation, of the controlling person. Such report must be enclosed with an annual report
and filed in the Commercial Register.
We have noted that European jurisdictions often have provisions for ‘shadow’ directors. The
Czech Republic is not an exception. The Commercial Code (as of 2000) introduced in a rule
in §66 (6) providing that the provisions of the Commercial Code on liability of company
organs and members of such organs shall also apply to persons who have substantial influence
on the company’s conduct on the basis of an agreement, their business share in a company or
another fact, even though they are not company organs or members of such organs,
irrespective of their relationship to the company.
The Commercial Code (as of 1996) amendment also introduced the rule (§196a) for situations
where the company acquires assets from its shareholders, or transfers to them property. If the
value of such property exceeds one tenth of the company’s capital stock in the course of one
year, such property can be acquired or disposed of only for a price determined by an expert’s
opinion and only with the general meeting’s approval (these provisions do not apply in the
case of transactions by a controlled person from the controlling person).
Prohibition of insider trading is same as was mentioned in case of managers. Insider trading is
prohibited by the law on securities (§81) and its violation can be punished with a fine
amounting up to 5 million crowns (later up to 20 millions) and such violator can be send to
prison (§128 of Criminal code).
3.3.5

Significant corporate actions and control transactions

Corporate law employs a wide variety of strategies that try to solve intra-shareholder conflict
vis-à-vis significant corporate actions and which strategies or rather mix of strategies depends
heavily on jurisdictions.
To make things more clear we will try to divide this topic into two directions. First we will try
to look at how corporate law protects shareholders when a company is moving from managerowner situation toward widely held company and vise versa.
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3.3.5.1 Ownership disclosure
It is only natural that in order for the shareholders to decide on their situation and on their
investments (and consequently for the corporate law to interfere), they have to have the
information about the ownership concentration of other shareholders. In a perfect world
shareholders would like to know other shareholders, but when shares are listed and ownership
changes quickly, total disclosure would be indeed very costly. Corporate law thus attempts to
balance cost and benefits of disclosure sets certain thresholds which trigger disclosure
procedure. Minimal threshold is usually set at 3-10% ownership level and further in the
multiples of share percentage (e.g. 5,10,15 an so on). Disclosure procedure is normally also
triggered at levels that corporate law assigns specific rights or duties (e.g. 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3,
3/4, 90%, 95%)71
Special attention is often attributed to shareholders that operate together and they must
disclose their joined ownership level. It is a simple solution to solve a problem of avoiding the
disclosure by breaking up ownership into smaller parts, but unfortunately quite hard to prove
in court.
The Commercial Code (as of 1991) did not require disclosure of the ownership concentration
in the companies. Such provision (§183d) was introduced in the Commercial Code (as of
1996) and shareholders were to report their ownership concentration to the SCP72(and the
company itself) if they73 acquired one tenth or more of the voting rights attached to the shares
of a company whose shares are publicly tradable. Further change of more than twentieth of
the equity was to be reported. Breach of this duty was to be punished by prohibition to acquire
further shares, and exercising voting rights (on the undisclosed part of shares) for the period
of one year.
The Commercial Code (as of 2000) relied on thresholds – 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 45, 50, 55,
60, 70, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95 percents and 1/3 and 2/3.74
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Coll., on Business Activities on the Capital Market
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3.3.5.2 Moving from a single owner towards dispersed ownership
In analyzing the situation when the ownership concentration is moving towards dispersed
ownership, we will for now disregard the problem from the point of view of the shareholder
(minority or majority), because we will be looking at it in the following sub-chapter. What
remains is thus protecting the investor who wants to enter the company. The main tool for
doing so is mandatory disclosure – i.e. giving the investor enough information to make the
choice of whether such move is beneficial to him or not and than rely on the general corporate
governance provisions as discussed in this sub-chapter.
The content and focus of disclosure regimes are fundamentally similar across jurisdictions.75
The difference between jurisdictions is usually in two dimensions – (i) the range of share
issues and issuers that trigger disclosure obligations, and (ii) the scope of

information

contained in the disclosure requirements. In order not to impose unnecessary costs on
companies, some jurisdictions allow disclosure to be minimized, depending on the
sophistication of the investors buying into the company. The scope of information available
can be divided into three broader categories:76 (i) basic information that describes the
company (hard ‘benchmark’ data), (ii) ‘soft’ or ‘forward looking’ data – e.g. management’s
predictions about likely price changes, introduction of technologies that will affect future
production etc., and (iii) information relating to governance issues and agency problems – e.g.
information about the cash flows that are directed towards managers or controlling
shareholder.
From among the major jurisdictions, the U.S. mandates all three types of information to be
disclosed, Japan started with the second type rather recently, while EU mandates disclosure of
projective information so general that public investors are unlikely to get much guidance; the
other two are also present.77

In the Czech Republic, mandatory disclosure of companies that enter the capital market (i.e.
the prospectus78) was covered by the Act No. 591/1992 Coll., on Securities79, as amended.
In the Securities Act (as of 1998), the prospectus was clearly defined and so was mandatory
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information that it had to contain. §74 mandated specific data on broad areas such as (i)
fundamental data on the issuer?, (ii) the financial situation of the issuer, (iii) the issuer’s
object of business activity, and (iv) the security itself. Almost all data mandated could be
labeled as the above mentioned ‘hard data’.
The Securities Commission had the right to check compliance of the prospectus with the law
and grant the license to the issuance of the security afterwards. On the basis of the issuer’s
application, the Commission could also permit the contents of the prospectus to be abridged;
provided that the interests of the investors were not impaired thereby (§74/4).
The Securities Act (as of 2001) changed the situation. The law only stipulated that a
prospectus had to contain all the information necessary for the investor to be able to make a
precise and correct assessment of the security and its issuer’s assets and liabilities, financial
situation, profit or loss, and future prospects, however actual minimal requirements for a
prospectus wre stipulated in a decree issued by the Ministry, acting on the proposal by the
Commission. The actual decree (82/2001) 80 mandated broader information requirements that
focused mostly on ‘hard data’ and information relating to governance issues and agency
problems. The Securities Act was later superseded by Act 256/2004, mentioned above.
3.3.5.3 Moving from dispersed ownership
Things are more interesting and complicated when we move on the axis from widely held
company towards single shareholder or when ownership changes. Corporate law protects in
general two basic rights of shareholders: (i) that their relative power in the company does not
change, if they do not opt out for it81 and (ii) that they have an option to exit the company at
just price in case the power structure changes dramatically.
3.3.5.3.1 Significant corporate actions
The following set of significant corporate actions comprises those that bear on the flow of
equity capital into and out of the corporation (another de-listing of shares is discussed later).
These actions assume three interrelated forms: (i) actions to reduce or increase legal capital,
(ii) new issues of shares, and (iii) distributions of capital by means of share repurchases and
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This situation can naturally happen in the previous case where we were moving from sole owner to dispersed
ownership. We put it here, because we believe that problems associated with it are more prevalent in this
direction.
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dividends. Because these actions are in many jurisdictions inseparable we will consider them
together.
Although all shareholders risk dilution from new equity (and hence voting power) and
corporate distributions, this risk is greatest for minority shareholders because they are seldom
able to use their decision strategy to prevent it. Instead they depend on other legal strategies
for protection; e.g. sharing norms, rules and standards.
A typical example of sharing norms in this respect is the preemptive right of shareholders.82
Allowing existing shareholders to purchase new shares pro rata before any shares are offered
to the public gives minority shareholders two safe-guards. Firstly it gives them right to
preserve their proportionate power and secondly it prevents controlling shareholders from
selling additional shares too cheaply.83
The costs associated with preemptive rights are obvious – they delay significantly new issues
of shares by forcing shareholders to solicit their own shareholders before turning to the open
market and raise transaction cost significantly.
Corporate distribution of capital also creates a risk for the minority shareholders even though
minority shareholders are usually protected by sharing strategy - which demands that
dividends are distributed on pro rata basis. Sharing strategy does not protect minority
shareholders from opportunism entirely, because dividend policy can still be manipulated to
expropriate value from minority shareholders by either withholding dividends to squeeze out
minority shareholders, or on the opposite side by paying excessive dividends in order to
deprive the company of investment opportunities.
Corporate law in this case relies on two strategies – (i) trusteeship; dividend policy cannot be
forced over the board’s opposition and (ii) standards; shareholders can challenge inadequate
or excessive dividends.
The greatest threat to the minority however comes from repurchases of company’s shares,
since they could be either excluded from company’s offer to repurchase shares of controlling
82
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shareholder or by company’s repurchases of shares of powerful block-holders at a premium
price (referred to as greenmail). Corporate law regulates repurchases more heavily than
dividend policy, by setting caps on repurchases, limiting time for which repurchases are ex
ante approved by shareholders or mandating that repurchases must be made either on the open
market or by tender offer open to all shareholders.
The last corporate action that is significant, but does not concern equity capital is the decision
to de-list the company from the market if such shares are tradable. In such case profile of the
investment changes significantly, because outside the market liquidity is minimal. Corporate
law gives shareholders in such a case the option to exit the company at some reasonable price.
Preemptive rights were included in the Commercial Code (as of 1991). §204 (2) stated that
shareholders have pre-emptive rights in the amount proportionate to their part in the existing
capital stock, but it was possible to limit or cancel this right in the articles of association.
Reduction of capital stock (2/3 majority quorum) was to be done either by the reduction of the
nominal value of the shares, or by withdrawal of a certain number of shares from the market
(by redeeming shares presented in response to a call from the board of directors, or by
redeeming drawn shares)
The Commercial Code (as of 1996) provided rules for acquiring own shares by the company
(§161a). The general meeting may pass such resolution, but time frame available cannot
exceed 18 months, must include price range for such acquisition and most importantly
fraction of these shares cannot exceed 10 % of the capital stock. But the code still does not
specifically require buy-backs to be made by tender offer - this result seems to prevail in the
market nowadays based on the general rule that the company must treat shareholders equally.
Change was made also to the pre-emptive rights provisions (§204a). Each shareholder has
pre-emptive rights and such a right is separately transferable. Restriction or elimination of this
right cannot be made in the articles of association, but only by the resolution of the general
meeting in cases when there is a serious reason to do so and must be same for all owners of
the same class of shares.
Dividend policy was always left at the discretion of the general meeting and dividends were
not mandatory.
The Commercial Code (as of 1996) also brought new provision concerning the situation when
general meeting decides on cancellation of public tradability of shares. In such situation
shareholders that did not vote for it or who did not attend the general meeting must be
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presented with a contract for purchase of the shares. Such provision applied also in cases
when general meeting decided on a change in the class of shares or on restriction of
transferability of registered shares. The price was set to be at least the weighted average of the
price quoted on the basis of trading in them on the public market in the six months prior to the
day when the duty arose. The Commercial Code (as of 2000) added requirement of expert’s
opinion on the price.
3.3.5.3.2 Control transactions
Previous cases dealt mainly with the agency problems between current owners and possible
power changes between them. Another important part of corporate world, and by no means
irrelevant to the Czech Republic, are control transactions – i.e. transactions in which a third
party usually acquires control of the target company. This can be done in two ways. If (i)
there is existent block-holder by buying the block from him, or (ii) in case the shareholders
are dispersed by making a general offer to them.
In either of those two forms corporate law uses two basic models of delegating decision
power to the target company, in particular to the shareholders and the board. The first model
allocates decision-making wholly to the shareholders and sidelines target management as
decision-taker. The second model allocates the decision making power to both the target
company’s board and the shareholders and thus gives the board a veto power. Rationale for
the second model lies in the fact that the board of directors is supposed to protect shareholders
against opportunistic behavior on the part of acquirer, naturally at a cost of possible board
hold-ups.
We are touching here on an extremely interesting and also complicated issue: anti-takeover
provisions, such as poison pills, white knights and at least dozen of others and who is entitled
to use them. Even though this topic is related to our discussion, its richness and complexity
restrict us from dealing with it in this thesis. We leave this topic for further research.
More relevance for us and at least the same amount of complexity and thrill stems from
related theme: how and to what degree apply the sharing rule to shareholders in control
transactions? And at what thresholds and at what price?
As with any other corporate situation (regardless who has the final power to accept or reject
the offer) asymmetry of information is present. We could assume that a lot of information will
be generated by both the acquirer and the board, but both sides are under strong incentives to
hide unfavorable, and to exaggerate favorable, information. In general we can regulate such
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problem in two possible ways. We either control the type of information that is allowed to be
distributed and the channels by which it is disseminated (eliminating unsubstantiated and
unverifiable claims), or we take the look that to the shareholders information is not as crucial
as the assessment of the fairness of such offer by some independent body (usually by
investment bank).
The more pressing question is the principle of equality of treatment among target
shareholders. This question stems directly from the fact that we elaborate on in the following
chapter (there is a price difference between the shares – block of shares with control trade
with a premium). Must thus acquirers of control broaden their offer to other shareholders?
The answer to this question has severe consequences. It greatly influences the dynamic of the
tenders,84 their occurrence and prices paid.
Acquirer can through the formulation of the general offer try to pressure shareholders to
accept an offer. An obvious source of pressure to render is the acquirer’s contractual freedom
to formulate the offer as it wishes. The general technique would be to offer a high price to
some shareholders to acquire de facto control and then pressure the remaining shareholders to
accept less favorable offer, rather then being locked into a non-controlling position. Such
technique is possible in the US, while EU and Japan in effect outlaws such thing.
Alternatively acquirer can offer some shareholders preferential treatment by obtaining their
shares outside the offer. Such problem can be solved either by prohibiting purchases during
the offer period, or by requiring that the offer price must be raised to the level paid outside the
offer. Some jurisdiction even impose sharing rule on the pre-bid purchases, notably UK and
Germany.
However, Bebchuk (1987) has demonstrated that the pressure can be generated even with
these two problems limited. The shareholder may accept unfavorable offer if he fears that
majority of shareholders accept the offer and he would thus be locked in the non-controlling
position. A common solution to this problem, used especially in continental Europe, is to
demand minimum offer period plus frequent announcement by the bidder during the offer
period about the progress of the offer.
The strongest and most controversial expression of the sharing principle is the requirement
that the acquirer of shares make a general offer to the other shareholders once it has acquired
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sufficient shares by private contract (whether on or off market) to obtain control of the target
and that the offer be at the price highest paid for the controlling shares (or calculated in some
other way) – usually referred to as the mandatory bid rule.
There are two arguments for this rule. One is connected with the previous topic – it limits the
pressures on the shareholders by the acquirer of control. The second is connected with the
private benefits of control. The mandatory bid rule constitutes a pre-emptive strike at majority
oppression of minority shareholders. Change of control can have significant consequences for
the shareholders and escalate the minority-majority conflict. Mandatory bid rule gives
minority shareholders the chance to leave the company before such conflict appears. It also ex
ante discourages control acquisitions from parties that are likely to exploit the private benefits
of the control.
We usually see that corporate law demands such offer when certain thresholds are met
(usually corresponding to the thresholds necessary for significant corporate actions), when the
investment (or risk) might potentially change for the non-controlling shareholder. The price
mechanism for such offer however varies among jurisdictions.
Similar issues and similar remedies apply for the control transactions involving sales by
block-holders. Here again the investment might potentially change and minority shareholders
are usually allowed to leave the investment at reasonable price.
Last issue concerning our move from dispersed ownership, is the situation when ownership
concentration approaches 100%. Here the position changes. Minority shareholder is in the
position when it can potentially harm majority shareholder (by calling extraordinary general
meetings, inviting courts to evaluate general meetings or other hold-ups – and demand
premium for its shares. The motivation is thus, that those with an overwhelming majority
control should be able to exercise such control without the encumbrance of a small minority
and correspondingly small minorities should be able to escape being locked in.85 These two
cases are referred to as ‘squeeze-out’ and ‘sell-out’.
Both of these rules are required nowadays by the EU Takeover Bids Directive at the 90% to
95% level of ownership concentration.
The Commercial Code (as of 1991) did not mention any of these topics. The Commercial
Code (as of 1996) brought focus on the minority shareholders and introduced much of the
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legislation related to tenders and mandatory offers, while the Commercial Code (as of 2000)
provided much clearer rules for it.
Tender offer
The Commercial Code (as of 1996) in §183a provided rules for tender offer and requests
minimal level of disclosure. From the minority shareholder’s point of view important
provisions are that the period of validity of such offer cannot be shorter than two weeks and
that the price per share must be same for all persons interested in concluding the contract.
However, buying shares outside the tender offer is permitted and naturally such purchase has
no consequence on the tender price.
The Commercial Code (as of 2000) provides much better base for tender offers. It again
request disclosure of the bidder. The period of time for which the tender offer is binding is set
to be no less then 4 weeks and no more then 20 weeks (unless the Securities Commission
permits shortening). The price or exchange ratio is again set same for all interested parties.
New is however that the bidder has to ask for the target company’s board of directors opinion
on the tender, before such tender is put through and such opinion to be published with the
offer. Bidder is also not permitted to acquire shares outside the offer and if he breaches this
duty (apart from other sanctions) he must pay the same price in both contracts.
For companies traded on the stock exchange the Securities Commission must be notified in
both the tender and mandatory offers and the tender might be published only with the
approval of the Securities Commission. The Securities Commission has the right to require
the bidder to modify the proposed price or exchange the ratio of shares so that it takes account
of the customary objective criteria used in valuation and of special characteristics of the target
company.86
Mandatory offer
Newly established in the Commercial Code (as of 1996) is a mandatory offer (§183 b,c) for
shares in publicly traded companies. Shareholder who acquires a holding, either on his own or
together with other persons through concerted conduct, which amounts to, or exceeds one
half, or two thirds, or three quarters of the total nominal values of all such company’s shares
carrying voting rights, must make mandatory offer within 60 days after reaching this
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threshold and have to be open for at least another 60 days.87 During the mandatory offer, the
offeror is prohibited from contractually acquiring shares which are the object of the offer. The
biggest problem of this provision however comes from the price setting. The price per share
must be determined as at least the weighted average of price quoted on the basis of trading in
them on the public market in the six months prior to the day when the duty to make a public
proposal for the contract arose. Unfortunately liquidity of the market at that time was very
low and thus manipulation with the price was possible. This provision thus did not guaranteed
fair exit from the company.
The Commercial Code (as of 2000) brought again more precise provisions on the mandatory
offers. Newly the first threshold for mandatory offer is at the 40 % level of voting rights and
further at 2/3 and 3/4, but the last word is left to the Securities Commission, which can in
special cases cancel this duty. Change came also in respect to the price. Again the price is
determined by taking into account the weighted average of the prices for which the securities
were traded in the six-month period preceding the day when the duty arose. Further if the
shareholder (making the offer) acquired securities which are object of the tender offer for a
price higher than the above mentioned average price, the price stated in the tender offer may
not be lower than such price reduced by 15 % (but at least the average price).
Furthermore the adequacy of the price or exchange ratio must be supported by the expert’s
opinion and if such price is higher the premium must be paid.
Freeze-out and sell-out
Freeze-out provision has been first introduced to the Commercial Code in 2005, due to the
proposal put through in the Parliament and was shortly after amended.
The first version set the threshold for freeze-out at the 90 % level and was applicable to all
joint-stock companies irrespective if their shares were listed or not. The most important
provision (and most controversial) was price setting. If the principal shareholder acquired his
business share as a result of unconditional and unrestricted mandatory offer, the price was to
be same. In other cases the price was to be determined by the principal shareholder and its
adequacy was to be supported by the expert’s opinion. Newly Securities Commission has a
right to inspect the price and the underlying expert’s opinion and stop the offer. Unfortunately
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the Securities Commission does not inspect if the price is just or not, but only if the expert
opinion is technically correct.
Freeze-out and newly sell-out rules will soon be amended one more time as part of
compliance with the EU regulation.
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4

Regulation in the Czech Republic

During the period of capital market formation in the Czech Republic (in 1993 and 1994), the
approach to regulation and state supervision was rather liberal due to political and economic
circumstances. (Securities Commission (2004), Johnson and Shleifer (1999)) The
requirements for the activities of supervised entities became more rigorous in the following
years because of changes in legislation, and especially because of more intensive state
supervision. Amendments to the relevant legal regulations introduced stricter requirements for
organizational, personnel and material aspects of the activities of supervised entities.
Above all, the establishment of the Czech Securities Commission in 1998 and the amendment
to the Securities Act in the same year meant a significant step forward in regulation.
4.1

Czech Securities Commission

In the beginning of the 90’s, the Czech Republic did not have an independent regulatory body
supervising the capital market. The supervision was left to the Capital Market Supervisors
Office of the Ministry of Finance.
The Czech Securities Commission (hereafter ‘the Commission’) was established as an
administrative agency of the capital market supervision as of 1 April 1998 on the basis of Act
No. 15/1998. 88
The Commission's mission was to develop and protect the capital market89 and to bring it
closer to the customs, norms and ethical principles prevailing in developed capital markets.
Among the aims of the Commission were: (i) investor protection, (ii) market transparency,
(iii) fighting against white-collar crime, (iv) education the general public, (v) support of
companies’ issue activity and (vi) strengthening the principles of self-regulation.
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The Commission performed the role of state supervision over the activities of investment
companies, securities brokers and traders, and issuers of registered securities by virtue of
fulfilling their disclosure duty. Furthermore, the Commission supervised the activities of the
stock exchange, over-the-counter market RM-System and the Securities Centre.
The Commission was authorized to enforce adherence to the rules governing takeover bids,
the acquisition of companies’ own shares, bids for the re-purchase of shares in the event of
delisting and the reporting of acquisition or alienation of the share in the company’s voting
rights or squeeze-outs. 90
The Commission also reviewed the obligations ensuing from the ban on the use of the
confidential information, reported on a suspected criminal offence of abuse of confidential
information in business relationships, maintained lists of regulated entities, issued the
Securities Commission Bulletin and co-operated with the other administrative agencies and
institutions.
As of 12 July 2002, when the amended Czech Securities Commission Act became effective,
the Commission was also entrusted with the right to publicize most of the decrees in the
capital market area.91

To illustrate the change the Commission brought to the capital market, let us turn our
attention to three illustrative examples: (i) re-licensing, (ii) investigation of non-standard
transactions and (iii) compliance with the disclosure duty.
The so-called ‘re-licensing’, carried out by the Commission in 1998 and 1999, was aimed at
introducing requirements for granting licenses to investment firms and collective investment
undertakings similar to those used in developed capital markets, and at enhancing capital
market transparency in the Czech Republic. The re-licensing led to a significant decrease in
the number of licensed entities. The ones not meeting the requirements did not receive a
confirmed license and became gradually dissolved. “The end result was to remove the licenses
from half of investment companies and two-thirds of brokerage companies.” (Czech News
Agency, 2000)92
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In 2000, the Commission investigated the total of 3820 non-standard transactions, which led
to 70 requests for a more detailed investigation, and 7 cases were forwarded to the Analytical
Department of the Ministry of Finance. The number of non-standard transactions under
scrutiny over the course of the year 2000 showed a declining trend, which showed the
growing efficiency of the supervision exercised by the Securities Commission.
A major development has been made in the area of timeliness and quality of the information
published. The obligation to submit the 1999 annual report applied to 1481 issuers, of which
124 sent their annual report after the expiration of the statutory deadline and 170 did not send
the report at all. The data relate to [mid-2000, which was very successful period with respect
to compliance with the disclosure duty since the launch of capital market in the Czech
Republic.] tohle prepiste prosim, neni to srozumitelne
Of the overall number of 1,052 issuers of listed securities, 91.7 % have delivered the annual
report for 2000 on time. The most frequent shortcoming was the issuers’ failure to deliver the
annual report for 2000 to the organizer of the public market on which a particular security was
admitted to trading.
The reason for such dramatic change in the disclosure can be attributed to the vigor that the
Commission used to change the trend. Penalties in the total value of 15,905 mil. CZK were
imposed on 63 securities issuers for the breach of their disclosure duty by not submitting the
1999 annual report.93
Table 4-1 - Performance of periodical disclosure duty in 1998 – 2001 (in %)
Performance

1998

1999

2000

mid 2001

On schedule

38%

80,1%

91,7%

87,2%

Behind schedule

53%

8,4%

4%

7,2%

Default

9%

11,5%

4,3%

5,6%

Source: Czech Securities Commission, Annual Report, 2001

4.2 Self-regulation
Even though government regulation is the most important form of regulation, it is worth
noting that the government was (and is not) the only source of regulation. One possible
solution to the problems associated with the agency problems or self-dealing in the Czech
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Republic was self-regulation. A good example covered in the literature is the Union of
Investment Companies (UNIS CR)9495
In the second half of the 90’s, collective investment in the Czech Republic suffered a crisis of
confidence after a number of fund managing companies failed to live up to the role of
responsible managers and started to defraud funds or transformed themselves into holding
companies and escaped regulation.96 This crisis of confidence in the whole industry could
have led to a complete breakdown of trust and subsequent bankruptcy of the whole industry.
One answer to this pressing issue came from within the industry. In 1996, UNIS CR was
established from three parallel organizations associating companies operating on the Czech
capital market.
The aim of the Union was clear - regain the trust of the population. It can be clearly seen from
the main aim of UNIS CR as written in the Articles of Association: “The Union shall take
part in creating conditions and rules, the purpose of which is to help establish ethical
principles, foster honest business practices, and strengthen the general level of trust in the
market.“ (UNIS CR, Articles of Association)
From the very beginning, UNIS CR imposed hard self-regulation of its members that went
way beyond the mandatory provisions as stated by the law. Two documents had to be adhered
to by all members of UNIS CR without exception – the Ethical Code and the Articles of
Association. The purpose of these documents was to establish principles of self-regulation
(extra disclosure requirements, duty of the members to provide regular information, auditing
standards or publication of disclosure information on the web page of the Union). All these
self-regulating provisions were costly and not all players decided to join UNIS CR. Sedláček
(2004) however notes: “while thee parallel organizations, from which UNIS CR was formed,
had a sum of some 100 members, the Union had 54 members at the time of its formation.
Today, after the establishment and gradual intensification of self-regulatory rules, it has only
16 members. However, interestingly enough, these 16 members govern more than 90 % of
fund property in the Czech Republic.”
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The general conclusion that we can draw from this example of self-regulation is that even
though successful in the end, self-regulation came at the time when confidence was at all time
low and adhering to the stronger and firmer regulation was crucial for the survival of the
whole industry. Even though it was fueled by ethics, one could easily argue that there were
strong economic reasons behind it as well. Overall, the establishment of UNIS created a
strong and - most importantly - trustworthy signal to the general public and helped the
members of UNIS to regain the trust that is essential for the business, but could hardly
achieve it on its own.
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5

Private benefits of control

5.1

What are private benefits?

We will start our search for an economic definition with Adam Smith (1776)97 who made the
distinction that a landlord’s “real wealth is in proportion, not to his gross, but to his net rent”,
the difference mainly deriving from his “private enjoyments and amusements”.
Two-hundred years later, Jensen and Meckling (1976:11) talks about non-pecuniary “benefits
he [owner-manager] derives from pecuniary returns but also the utility generated by various
non-pecuniary aspects of his entrepreneurial activities such as the physical appointments of
the office, the attractiveness of the office staff, the level of employee discipline, the kind and
amount of charitable contributions, personal relations (‘friendship’, ‘respect’, and so on)
with employees, a larger than optimal computer to play with, or purchase of production
inputs from friends”.
These are classic observations of - what later became known as - private benefits. They are
derived from the controlling ownership of assets and were believed to be to a large extent of a
non-pecuniary nature. In similar fashion Harris and Raviv (1988) see private benefits of
control as some ‘psychic’ value shareholders attribute simply to being in control. Demsetz
and Lehn (1985) give as examples for non-pecuniary private benefits ownership of sports
teams or media companies.
Grossmann and Hart (1988) moved focus from predominantly non-pecuniary benefits on
pecuniary gains in takeover bids, assuming a well-functioning market for corporate control.
They define as private benefits the synergy gains realized by an acquirer, the ability to freeze
out minority shareholders below market value, perquisites of control, and the diversion of
resources.
In the same context of control contests, Bebchuk and Kahan (1990:1090) provide a definition
of private benefits as “any value captured by those controlling the company after the contest
(and not shared among shareholders at large)”. They give as examples high salaries, selfdealing or looting, the power to tailor company policy to one’s personal interests, and
psychological utility from running the company.
Relatively recent and the broadest definition of private benefits of control is given by Coffee
(2001:9) as “all of the ways in which those in control of a corporation can siphon off benefits
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to themselves that are not shared with the other shareholders”. Coffee’s examples include
above-market salaries, non-pro rata payments, self-dealing transactions, insider trading, and
the issuance of shares at dilutive prices.
Johnson et al. (2000:3) distinguishes between pecuniary private benefits stemming from
‘tunneling’ of minority shareholders with self-dealing transactions (asset sales and transfer
pricing, excessive executive compensation, loan guarantees) and non-pecuniary - without
asset transfers – private benefits (dilutive share issues, insider trading, creeping acquisitions,
minority discriminating transactions). They define ‘tunneling’ narrowly “to refer to the
transfer of resources out of a company to its controlling shareholder (who is typically also a
top manager)”
Doidge et al. (2005) note that, if the law does not effectively prevent it, corporate resources
can be appropriated by the large shareholder even through outright theft. They note98 that this
(primitive) form of expropriating private benefits of control is fortunately - even though
documented in a few cases - generally rare.
Ehrhardt and Nowak (2001:5) provide typology of private benefits of control according to its
form (pecuniary or non-pecuniary) and transferability; both out of the company and to another
controlling owner/rival (high or low)
Table 5-1 shows four types of private benefits stemming from these two divisions:
(i)

Self-Dealing transactions are pecuniary benefits that result directly from asset
transfers out of the company into the pockets of those who control, i.e. real
‘stealing’ money from the other shareholders,

(ii)

Dilution activities increase controlling shareholder benefits without directly
transferring assets, but nevertheless decrease minority shareholder wealth,

(iii)

Amenities are benefits seemingly unrelated to the pecuniary wealth of the
controlling owner, but which can easily be transferred to another owner, e.g., there
are plenty of people who would derive high utility (‘joy’) from owning the NY
Times or the Yankees (even if they would never receive any positive cash flows)99,

(iv)

Reputation benefits are those that are hardest to transfer to another owner, because
they take time to build, are owner-specific, and in many cases require family or at
least geographical membership.
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From our perspective quite optimistically.
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Example from Demsetz and Lehn (1985)
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Table 5-1: Private benefits of control
High

Transferability

Low

Pecuniary ('Tunneling')
"Self-Dealing"
◦ Excessive compensation
◦ Diversion of resources
◦ Asset transfers at arbitrary prices
◦ Cheap loans and guaranties
"Dilution"
◦ Insider trading
◦ Creeping acquisitions
◦ Freeze-out and squeeze-out
◦ Issuance of shares at dilutive prices

Non-Pecuniary
"Amenities"
◦ Winning the world series
◦ Influencing public opinion
◦ Owning a luxury brand
◦ Physiscal appointments
"Reputaion"
◦ Social prestige
◦ Family tradition
◦ Promotion of relatives
◦ Personal relations

Source: Ehrhardt and Nowak (2001:5)

In general most of the works that try to quantify private benefits of control usually do not
work with each individual’s wrong doing behavior, but take private benefits as a whole. There
has been a shift in the financial literature from the agency costs towards private benefits of
control, since they are broader and more easily quantifiable. The point is however similar, we
try to minimize private benefits to a level that is socially desirable.
In our opinion the distinction between agency costs and the private benefits of control is not
as big as it seems. Private benefits are essentially the sum of all residual costs across all
relevant parties in Jensen and Meckling’s model and some author do actually use them almost
interchangeably.
5.1.1

Ownership concentration and PBC

Let us now return one more time the topic discussed in 3.2.1. (i.e. costs and benefits of
controlling shareholder and ownership concentration) through the optics of private benefits of
control.
If we too consider the ownership concentration, we can see that something doesn’t fit. This
high concentration should come to the financial economist as a surprise, since one of the
foundations of modern finance is diversification. The capital asset pricing model assumes that
investors will hold diversified portfolios to eliminate non-systematic risk.100 So there must be
some other motive that moves individuals and organizations to forgo the benefits of
diversification by concentrating much of their wealth in the stock of a single firm. Many
studies agree that it is private benefits of control.
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I humbly point your attention to my bachelor’s thesis for more information on this topic, see Hájek (2003).
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According to Holderness (2003) large-block ownership can be motivated by two factors: (i)
the shared benefits of control and (ii) the private benefits of control. These two factors are not
mutually exclusive and usually are at work together.
The shared benefits of control stem from the improved management and monitoring that can
result from the existence of the block holder. As the stake of block-holder increases, ceteris
paribus, he has more incentives to increase firm value and to overcome the ‘rational apathy’
that small investors have. These value increases are then shared with other shareholders and
thus constitute shared benefits of control.101
Empirical support for the existence of shared benefits comes from several sources. Mikkelson
and Ruback (1985) find evidence that formations of blocks are associated with abnormal
stock price increases. Barclay and Holderness (1991, 1992) find evidence that the trades of
large blocks are also associated with abnormal stock price increases.
Private benefits of control in this respect play a similar role. If getting private benefits of
control is relatively easy, incentives to form blocks and restrict others to gain control of the
company and transfer value out of the company are high; increased productivity accrues to
shareholders proportionally to their equity, while private benefits of control are allocated
based on governance power. Such incentives presumably drop when ownership concentration
is approaching 100 percent. Block holders in such cases will, rather than spend resources to
transfer value out of the company and risk the possibility of minority shareholder legally
contest such transactions, pay dividends.
The interplay of these two factors thus influences the equilibrium ownership concentration in
the company. It can also be observe that smaller the private benefits of control are, smaller the
incentives to hold large blocks.
Dyck and Zingales (2002) similarly note that (i) maintaining a controlling block, for instance,
forces the largest shareholder to be not well diversified. As a result, it might value the
controlling block less. And they add another cost: at the same time, (ii) a fledging company
might inflict a loss in reputation to the controlling party and, in some extreme cases, even
some legal liabilities.
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Several theoretical models, such as Shleifer and Vishny (1986), stress the shared benefits of control.
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Because controlling shareholders must bear these liquidity and non-diversification costs from
holding a concentrated position as well as the direct costs of monitoring, some private benefits
of control according to them are likely be necessary to induce a party to play that role.
Thus, from the public shareholders viewpoint, the two elements of the corporate agency
problem again present a tradeoff. Gilson (2005) concludes that public shareholders “will
prefer a controlling shareholder as long as the benefits from reduction in managerial agency
costs exceed the private benefits that the controlling shareholder will extract.”
They also note, that the existence of private benefits of control is not necessarily inefficient.
First of all, private benefits might be the most efficient way for the company to capture some
of the value created.102 Second, even if the extraction of private benefits generate some
inefficiency, their existence might be socially beneficial, because according to Grossman and
Hart (1980) their presence makes value-enhancing takeovers possible.103
5.2

Ways of limiting expropriation – empirical evidence

There have been many empirical studies in the last decades that tried to pinpoint variables that
can lower private benefits of control and could hence be considered in search of regulatory
techniques used for eliminating or reducing private benefits of control.
One way to structure this sub-chapter is to divide the possible tools into two broader
categories (i) legal strategies and (ii) extra-legal strategies
5.2.1

Legal strategies

The following section is a summary of the stream of research that is trying to prove that ‘law
matters’ and that it plays important role in lowering PBC.

One of the first studies that tried to estimate private benefits of control and pinpoint variables
that can lower them was written by Luigi Zingales (1995a). In his view the right to sue
management (because it limits the discretionary power of management and, with it, the ability
to extract private benefits) and strict disclosure enforcement can explain the difference in PBC
between US and other countries.
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They give example: imagine, for instance, that a corporate executive acquires valuable information about
investment opportunities in other lines of businesses, which the company cannot or does not want to pursue. The
executive could sell this information in the interest of shareholders. But the price she will be able to fetch is
probably very low. Thus, it might be efficient that the executive exploits this opportunity on her own.
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Dyck and Zingales (2002:10)
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Another important study by La Porta et al. (1997) provides only indirect evidence on PBC.
Their paper is based on the (reasonable) assumption that better protection of minority
shareholders is correlated with higher financial development through limiting private benefits
of control. In their study they provide evidence that both the anti-directors rights index104 and
the creditor rights index105 are positively correlated with the broader and deeper equity and
debt markets. So the general conclusion of their paper is that better protection of minority
shareholders and creditors will lower the private benefits of control and enhance financial
markets.
Dyck and Zingales (2002) found that high degree of enforcement of competition laws lower
PBC.
Johnson et al (2000:13) argue in their paper that a common law legal origin is likewise to
constrain management by lowering the standard of proof in legal suits and increasing the
scope of management decisions subject to judicial review.
In common law countries fairness to minority shareholders as a broad principle going beyond
statutes is central to the analysis of self-dealing transactions by courts, and the burden of
proof in such cases is favorable to outside shareholders. In contrast, civil law countries, the
expropriation of minority shareholders by the controlling shareholder in a transaction with a
plausible business purpose is often seen as consistent with directors’ duties, especially if the
controlling shareholder is another firm in the group. Self-dealing transactions are assessed in
light of their conformity with statutes and not on the basis of their fairness to minorities.106
Similar conclusion can be obtained from results presented by professor Nenova (2002). In her
study she has found that private benefits of control vary greatly across the different
jurisdictions. This was another proof to the ‘law matters’ hypothesis.
Table 5-2: Private benefits of control according to legal family
Legal Family

Average private benefits of control as a
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Their anti-directors rights index consist of: (i) the country allows shareholders to mail their proxy vote, (ii)
shareholders are not required to deposit their shares prior to the General Shareholder’s Meeting, (iii) cumulative
voting is allowed, (iv) an oppressed minorities mechanism is in place, (v) the minimum percentage of share
capital that entitles a shareholder to call for an extraordinary Shareholder’s Meeting is less than or equal to 10 %
105

Their creditor rights index consists of: (i) the country imposes restrictions, such as creditor’s consent or
minimum dividend, to file for reorganization, (ii) secured creditors are able to gain possession of their security
once the reorganization petition has been approved (no automatic stay), (iii) the debtor does not retain the
administration of its property pending the resolution of the reorganization, (iv) secured creditors are ranked first
in the distribution of the proceeds that result from the disposition of the assets of a bankrupt firm
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The paper also gives examples of such self-dealing cases.
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percentage of firm's market capitalization

Scandinavian Civil Law
Common Law Countries
German Civil Law Countries
French Civil Law Countries

0.5 %
4.5 %
16.2 %
25.4 %

Source: Nenova (2002), table 5.

Some authors have mentioned that some difference between private benefit levels in countries
around the world might come from enforcement of the laws. Such conclusions might be
plausible for especially developing or transition countries and Black, Kraakman and
Tarassova (2000) provided an excellent example for Russia on how good laws in books do not
necessarily have to materialize in lower levels of private benefits of control or better
protection of minority shareholders. Most of the studies thus view solid law enforcement as a
condition sine qua non for other factors and more importantly see, in the words of La Porta et
al. (2000), “enforcement of laws…as crucial as their contents”.
To conclude we quote the conclusion made by professor Nenova: “more than 70% of the
systematic differences in vote value are explained by the quality of investor protection that
non-controlling shareholders enjoy as per the country laws, their rights in case of control
transfer, and the extent of law enforcement.” Nenova (2002)
Empirical examinations in this stream of research have consequently focused almost
exclusively on the presence of laws, their enforcement and information that makes it possible
for investors to use legal mechanisms to penalize abusive behavior.
5.2.2

Extra legal institutions

Another stream of research has concentrated on other non-legal instruments that can possibly
lower private benefits of control. These authors are usually not as optimistic as professor
Nenova, who sees law as the ultimate variable. Their research is usually done via focusing
either on the white spots that legal stream was not able to explain and thus an offer alternative
explanation or taxonomy (Coffee (2001), Gilson (2005)) or give evidence of other variables
(Dyck and Zingales (2002).
In fact we should not be surprised to see that private benefits can be partially controlled by
non-legal tools. Business decisions have a degree of arbitrariness difficult to eliminate, even
when courts would be willing to limit private benefits. Extra-legal institutions may
consequently play an important role in constraining private benefits both in settings with legal
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protections as well as in settings where legal protections are non existent or not enforced.
Dyck and Zingales (2002:28)
Similarly to the agency problems product market competition is believed to lower PBC. Dyck
and Zingales (2002:31) believe that the degree of product market competition affects the
opportunity to appropriate private benefits in two dimensions: (i) the more competitive
markets are, the more verifiable prices become, hence making it more difficult for a
controlling shareholder to tunnel out resources through manipulated transfer prices without
incurring legal and/or reputational costs and (ii) in a competitive market the distortions
produced by the extraction of private benefits are more likely to jeopardize the survival of the
firm. So, competition represents a natural constraint to the extraction of private benefits.
Professor Coffee has tried to explain the huge differences in the private benefits of control
among different legal systems. In order to explain why Scandinavian (civil law system)
countries have lower PBC than the common law countries – hence contradictory result to ‘law
matters’ proposition -, as seen in the already mentioned table 5.2, Coffee focuses on social
and moral norms. His hypothesis is that crime rates (his proxy for moral norms) and the
private benefits of control are the lowest in countries having the highest level of social
cohesion and the lowest level of recent social and political disruption.
He finds that the “norms may matter most when law is the weakest. When formal law does not
adequately protect shareholders, the strength of social norms becomes more important,
because they could provide a functional substitute for law”. Coffee (2001:29) and suggest
that “there are incentives for a race to the top: that is, corporations that do bond themselves
to protect the interest of minority shareholders beyond the level that is legally mandated or
enforced in their home jurisdiction and that credibly signal this intent can significantly
enhance their share prices.” Coffee (2001:3)
Stulz and Williamson (2001) make a related argument about the possibility that culture,
defined as “a system of beliefs that shape the actions of individuals in society,” may also play
a role in determining managerial actions. They use religion as their proxy for cultural norms
and hypothesize that certain religious traditions will be more antagonistic to investor rights,
such as the historical antagonism Catholics and Muslims had toward the payment of
interest.107
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Dyck and Zingales (2002) found that a high level of diffusion of the press can contribute to
lower PBC. Reputation is in their view a powerful source of discipline, and being ashamed in
the press might be a powerful deterrent, especially where the press is more diffused. In
general newspapers can act as an independent monitor and call attention to the biggest selfdealing cases.
Dyck and Zingales also found evidence that higher tax enforcement lowers private benefits of
control. Their argument is that tax authority and minority shareholders have a common
objective: to verify value produced by a company. In performing this verification role, the tax
authority can directly reduce private benefits by identifying and disallowing diverting
practices.
In their view the role of tax enforcement in reducing private benefits, and thus indirectly
enhancing financial development is probably the most important new fact that emerges from
their analysis. Improving the corporate taxation system is well within the range of feasible
reforms of any government.
The general conclusion of their paper is that the extra legal mechanisms in their study appear
to be at least as important as legal ones.
5.3
5.3.1

Consequences of private benefits of control
Patterns of ownership and control108

It could be possible to foresee the consequence of private benefits of control on the
ownership. When investor rights are poorly protected and expropriation is easy, control is
extremely valuable because it gives the controlling shareholder the opportunity to expropriate
efficiently. We provide the following evidence for this hypothesis.
Bebchuk (1999) models the decision of a company's initial owner on whether to maintain
control when the company goes public. The paper analyzes the decision of a company’s initial
owner whether to maintain a lock on control when the company goes public. This decision is
shown to be very much influenced by the size that private benefits of control are expected to
have.
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Financial literature often stresses an important distinction between ownership of voting rights and ownership
of cash flow rights. In the case of the Czech Republic this distinction is not necessary. Even though the law
allows non-voting preference shares, there are no firms with both common and preferred shares listed on the
Czech capital markets. We will thus avoid this complication in this paper.
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His conclusion is that when private benefits of control are large (i) the initial owner might
elect to maintain lock on control, and thus stop a rival from grabbing the control and capturing
these private benefits and (ii) maintaining control of the company enables the initial
shareholders to capture a larger fraction of the surplus from value-producing transfers of
control. He suggests that concentrated structures are the only viable arrangement in countries
with weak legal protections; diffuse control structures are unstable.
La Porta et al. (1999) and Dyck (2000) find a strong negative relationship between legal
protections and ownership structures in large firms. When legal protection is low and private
benefits of control high dispersed ownership is not likely to stay and shareholders will have
all the incentives to grab control and use it to either enjoy PBC or at least stop others from
doing so.
In their later papers La Porta et al. (1998,2000) and Dyck and Zingales (2002) come to a similar
conclusion; the protection of minority shareholders by the legal system is the central key to
determining the value of the private benefits of control and thereby the equilibrium ownership
structures in a country. Conclusion of these papers is rather trivial; ownership concentration is
endogenous.109
In Zingales’ (1995b) model, the initial owner of a firm, in deciding whether to undertake an
IPO and what fraction of ownership to retain, must balance two factors. By selling to disperse
shareholders, he maximizes his proceeds from the sale of cash flow rights; by direct
bargaining with a potential buyer, he maximizes his proceeds from the sale of control rights.
The insider's ownership in public companies depends on the optimal combination of the value
of cash flow rights and the value of private benefits that maximizes the incumbent owner's
wealth. As a consequence, the initial owner maximizes his total proceeds by selling the
company in a two-staged process.
Conclusions that have been taken from this paper are that entrepreneurs should be more
reluctant to go public and more likely to retain control when they do go public. In addition,
where private benefits of control are larger a revenue maximizing government should be more
likely to sell a firm through a private sale than through a share offering.
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This is the spirit of Demsetz and Lehn’s (1985) pioneering paper on the structure of corporate ownership.
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5.3.2

PBC and Financial markets

Evidence on the effect of private benefits of control on financial markets and value of the firm
is indirect. La Porta et al. (1997) show that countries that protect shareholders have more
valuable stock markets, larger numbers of listed securities per capita, and a higher rate of IPO
(initial public offering) activity than do the unprotective countries.110
La Porta et al. (2002) find that firms in countries with better shareholder protection have
higher Tobin’s Q111 than do firms in countries with inferior protection. They also find that
higher insider cash flow ownership is (weakly) associated with higher corporate valuation,
and that this effect is greater in countries with inferior shareholder protection.
Johnson, Boone, Breach, and Friedman (2000) draw an ingenious connection between
investor protection and financial crises. In countries with poor protection, the insiders might
treat outside investors well as long as future prospects are bright and they are interested in
continued external financing. When future prospects deteriorate, however, the insiders step up
expropriation, and the outside investors, whether shareholders or creditors, are unable to do
anything about it. This escalation of expropriation renders security price declines especially
deep in countries with poor investor protection. To test this hypothesis, Johnson, Boone,
Breach, and Friedman (2000) examine the depreciation of currencies and the decline of the
stock markets in 25 countries during the Asian crisis of 1997-1998. They find that governance
variables, such as investor protection indices and the quality of law enforcement, are powerful
predictors of the extent of market declines during the crisis. These variables explain the crosssection of declines better than do the macroeconomic variables that have been the focus of the
initial policy debate.
5.4

Estimating private benefits of control

Dyck and Zingales (2002) rightly note that it is, unfortunately, very difficult to measure the
private benefits directly, since controlling party finds it possible to subtract corporate
resources to his or her benefit only when it is difficult or impossible to prove that this is the
case. In other words, if private benefits of control were easily quantifiable, then those benefits
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This finding has a significant consequence for the real economy. A large body of research links financial
development to economic growth. (see La Porta et al. (IP&CGovernanceV) for a summary of the research) Thus
if limiting private benefits of control fosters financial markets in also has subsequently positive effect on
economic growth.
111

Tobin’s Q is a financial ratio that compares the value of a company given by financial markets with the value
of a company’s assets. (Tobin’s q = market value/ asset value). The higher the Tobin’s Q is, the better.
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would not be private (accruing only to the control group) any longer because outside
shareholders would claim them in court.112
There are however two general approaches113 to overcome this obstacle and to assess
empirically the magnitude of private benefits of control.
The first one, pioneered by Barclay and Holderness (1989) is based on control blocks.
Whenever a control block changes hands, they measure the difference between the price per
share paid by the acquirer and the price quoted in the market the day after the sale's
announcement. This difference (often called the control premium114) represents an estimate of
private benefits of control enjoyed by the party in control.
The second method of estimating the value of private benefits of control uses the price
difference between dual classes of stock, with similar or identical dividend rights, but
different voting rights. In this case, one can easily compute the market value of a vote. On a
normal trading day market transactions take place between non controlling parties, who will
never have direct access to the private benefits of control. Hence, the market value of a vote
reflects the expected price a generic shareholder will receive in case of a control contest. This
in turn is related to the magnitude of the private benefits of control. Thus, if one is willing to
make some assumptions on the probability that a control contest will arise, the price of a
voting right can be used to estimate the magnitude of the private benefits of control.115
5.4.1

Example of PBC estimation

For the estimation of private benefits of control we will be using the methodology of Barclay
and Holderness (1989) To get a better understanding of how we estimate PBC let us consider
a real-life example.
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Assuming that court would be able to limit them. Assumption questioned by, among others, Johnson et al.
(2000).
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Nenova (2000) (note 1) summarizes that private benefits of control have been measured indirectly in studies
of block premium (e.g. Barclay and Holderness 1992), returns around proxy fights (Dodd and Warner 1983),
vote premium, managerial resistance to takeovers, bidder returns in value destroying acquisitions, and related
event studies (focusing on CEO pursuits of pet projects, CEO removals, etc.) For a review and assessment of the
literature, see section 2 in Shleifer and Vishny (1997).
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E.g. Dyck and Zingales (2002)
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Nenova (2000) explain the model in more depth.
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In November 2001 the Czech company Eximat bought a controlling block of shares (69.42 %)
from Komerční banka (leading commercial bank) in Česká zbrojovka (Czech arms
manufacturer).116
The price per share for the control block was reported to be 473.54 CZK per share while the
exchange price on the Prague stock exchange after announcement of the transfer was 329.1
CZK per share. The price premium paid per share for the controlling block over the price on
the stock exchange on the following trading day in this case is almost 44 percent. A better
measure of the value of the private benefits of control is the total premium paid divided by the
equity value of the firm. In this example, Eximat paid a 44 percent premium relative to the
post announcement price for 69 % of the firms’ equity, which produces an estimate of private
benefits as a percentage of equity of 30.5 %. This example turns out to be fairly typical for
private benefits of control in the Czech Republic at that time.
5.5

PBC around the world - numbers

The first estimates of private benefits of control come from the US market. Barclay and
Holderness (1989) analyzed the pricing of 63 block trades between 1978 and 1982 involving
at least 5% of the common stock of NYSE or Amex corporations. They found that these
blocks were typically priced at substantial premiums to the post-announcement exchange
price. (average: 20 percent, median: 16 percent). They interpret these premiums as suggesting
that in most firms the net private benefits of large-block ownership are positive. Conversely,
the authors find that when prior firm performance has been poor, blocks sometimes trade at
discounts to the exchange price. This occurs in approximately 20 percent of their
observations. It suggests that in some firms, the net private benefits of control are negative.
Mikkelson and Regassa (1991) document an average premium of 9.2 percent (median: 5.5
percent) for a sample of thirty-seven trades between 1978 and 1987. Chang and Mayers
(1995) report premiums that average 13.6 percent (median: 10.1 percent).
For countries other then USA Levy (1982) finds the average voting premium of 45.5 percent
in Israel, Ryndqvist (1987) reports 6.5 percent for Sweden, Horner (1988) shows about 20
percent for Switzerland and Zingales (1994) reported the 82 percent voting premium on the
Milan Stock Exchange.
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Press release of Komerční Banka (23/11/2001)
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Two biggest (and most recent) studies that try to estimate private benefits of control around
the world come from Nenova (2003) and Dyck and Zingales (2004). While Nenova measured
PBC by difference in market price, Dyck and Zingales measured PBC by control block
premium overall results of the two studies are similar.117
In Nenova’s paper (based on a sample of 661 dual-class firms in 18 countries, using data for
1997) the value of control, or equivalently the total value of votes in the control block, ranges
from about 0% in Denmark to 50% of firm market value in Mexico.118
Dyck and Zingales (based on 412 control transactions in 39 countries between 1990 and
2000) find that the value of control ranges between .4% and +65%, with an average of 14
percent.119
5.5.1

PBC in the Czech Republic

As far as the Czech Republic is concerned the only study that provides some data on private
benefits of control is Dyck and Zingales (2004). Nenova (2003) uses methodology that relies
on dual-class shares which are non-existent in the Czech Republic and thus this method is
futile.120
Dyck and Zingales (2004) find that private benefits of control are on average: 58 %, with
mean: 35 %, standard deviation: 0.8, minimum and maximum, respectively, 1 % and 217 %
and most importantly they have only 6 observations. Their data set covers period between
1990-2000.121
These results put the Czech Republic in the group of countries with high private benefit (over
25 %) among Argentina, Austria, Colombia, Israel, Italy, Mexico, Turkey, Venezuela, and
Brazil. Czech Republic has second highest PBC (after Brazil with 65 %).
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Dyck and Zingales (2002:6) note that they differ from Nenova in only a few cases. She finds that both Brazil
and Australia have a ratio of value of control to value of equity equal to 0.23, while they find only 0.02 for
Australia and 0,65 for Brazil.
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See Apendix 2 for the table of results
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See Apendix 3 for the table of results
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As was said before, even though the law allows non-voting preference shares, there are no firms with both
common and preferred shares listed.
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See their paper for methodology of identifying control transactions and restrictions on the data sample. For
example they do not include in their sample transactions where there is forced linkage between prices for the
control block and prices on the exchange. In this respect our study differs. We include them, due to the fact that
after the commercial code amendment from 2000, such linkage is provided by default (see subchapter 3.2.5.3.2
for details) and because we believe that this provision is aimed at limiting private benefits of control and we aim
at finding what private benefits are available given the legal environment and enforcement.
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They also note that 82 percent of transactions in the Czech Republic did not disclose price
(average 33 percent world-wide). In respect to non-disclosure of price, they find that countries
with higher premiums tend to have a higher percentage of deals that are not disclosed
(correlation 0.2, not statistically significant). Similarly, if using as a proxy of shareholders’
protection the anti-director rights index constructed by La Porta et al. (1997), they find (not
surprisingly) that in countries that protect shareholders a greater percentage of deals are
disclosed.
Havel and Tomolya (1996:28) in their commentary to the 1996 amendment of the commercial
code note in respect to the price majority shareholders have to pay to other shareholders when
they reach more than 50 % of equity, that block premiums are rather usual and that the
National Property Fund charges usually three-times the price prevailing on the stock exchange
for them. Looking through our optic of PBC and the methodology of Barclay and Holderness
(1989), such information implies PBC of 100 % (for 51%) to 200 % (for block approaching
100 % of equity)
Another study that comments on the control premium is Goca (1999). He examined 22
transactions during 1998-1999 (14 transactions in 1998-1Q 1999 and estimates on the
remaining 8 that he finds possible to be settled during the writing of his thesis) and estimates
block premium of 65 % for the first 14 transaction and 81 % for the remaining 8.
Unfortunately he does not provide any methodology for his findings, prices for sold blocks of
shares are only estimates and recalculation of his table yields different numbers (172 and 174
% respectively). Applying our methodology (i.e. Barclay and Holderness) to his tables, yields
(123 and 95 % respectively) or total average of 112 percent. Even though such numbers are
highly problematic, they undeniably point to the fact that in that period private benefits of
control were high.
Czech Ministry of Finance (1997) in its internal report - Current aspects of the Czech capital
market122 refers to this topic on the anecdotal level. They note, without any reference, that
“after acquiring majority position, other shares become practically worthless” MF (1997:1)
Even though data on the private benefits of control are scarce, we can conclude that taken
above mentioned notes on the topic and indirect evidence provided on the problems on the
Czech capital markets, that private benefits of control (and subsequently tunneling) were high
compare to other European countries.
122

Name of the report is translated.
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5.6

Empirical evidence (2000-2006)

5.6.1 Data selection
As we have seen in our example of PBC estimation123 our sample must meet certain criteria.
Firstly, the transaction must involve a transfer of a block of shares that convey control rights
(the acquirer was not before the transaction a significant block holder). Secondly we need to
observe the price per share for the control block. Thirdly, we need to observe the exchange
price after the market has incorporated the information about the transaction (price quoted on
the stock exchange day after the transaction has been announced).
For the purpose of this paper we have tried to find all control transactions undertaken in the
companies listed on the Prague stock exchange during the 2000-2006 period. Our data set
consists of 151 companies listed at the beginning of 2000124 and Zentiva, the only IPO on the
Prague Stock Exchange.
We have found 36 transactions125 where larger blocks of shares were sold, out of which 4
(11%) did not disclose the price. 126,127 A large majority of transactions (26) consists of block
transfers from state ownership (usually FNM128) into the private hands. In some cases the
state sold blocks to companies that were still under the control of the state (from the position
of majority shareholder). We report findings without these transactions separately.
To identify the transactions we have observed information about each company from the
Magnus Database, iPoint information server, SCP129 ownership concentration database, the
annual reports, and other internet sources.

123

Infra 5.4.2.

124

This is the highest number of companies traded at Prague Stock Exchange (PSE) during 2000-2006 period,
due to the fact that companies were being delisted from PSE afterwards and the current number of companies
traded at PSE is 37.

125

We include both sales of Unipetrol by the Czech government. In the first case the transaction failed after the
buyer (Agrofert Holding) did not pay the price and the company ‘returned’ to the government.
126

Which is quite low compared to findings by PriceWatterhouseCoopers (2005) on mergers and acquisitions in
the Czech Republic. According to them, the disclosure rate of all private sector deal values in 2004 in the Czech
Republic was 30%, in 2003 (20%) and (40 %) in 2002.

127

One exception among the transactions is the case of Vitkovice. At the time of control transfer, Vitkovice were
listed only on over-the-counter RM-System. We thus use price quoted there.
128

National Property Fund

129

Prague Securities Centre (www.scp.cz)
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5.6.2 Results
Table 5-3 presents descriptive statistics of the block premium from our sample of all
identified transactions. The average private benefits of control for the period 2000-2006 are
26.1 percent. Out of the 32 transactions, 6 blocks were traded at a discount to the actual
market price. Barclay and Holderness (1989) note, that this might be due to the poor
performance of the companies prior to the sale. This is true in 3 cases.130
If we exclude transactions between the government and companies that were at the time
controlled by the government,131 our sample drops to 24 observations and the average PBC
drops to 20.8 %.
Table 5-3 : Descriptive statistics (all transactions)
All transactions

Excluding 'intra-state'
transactions

26.10%
0.061891
17.40%
0.350108
0.122575
167.20%
-42.00%
125.20%
32

20,8%
0,055687
17,4%
0,272809
0,074425
130,3%
-42,0%
88,3%
24

Mean
Standard Error
Median
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Count
Source: Own calculation

The observed block premium on intra-state transfers are rather puzzling. Out of the 8
transactions 3 are sold with a discount (two of them reported loss in the year prior to the sale,
so such discount is understandable) while the remaining 5 (electricity distribution companies
sold to CEZ132) at fairly high premium (ZC Energetika133 was sold with PBC amounting 125
per cent, the highest observed PBC in our sample. We do not provide an answer to this
question.
If we consider the results of our findings in time, we can observe two things. Firstly, most of
the government sales occurred in the last quarter of 2001 and first half of 2002, which
coincides with the pre-election period in the Czech Republic. We find this result not

130

We consider company to perform poorly, if it accrued loss in the fiscal year prior to the sale.

131

From the position of a majority shareholder.

132

Czech Energy Company.

133

West Bohemian Electricity Distribution Company.
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surprising. Secondly, after the mid-2002, private benefits of control drop and oscillate around
0 (mean for 7 transactions during 2003-2006 is mere 0.1 %).
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Graph 5-1 : Private Benefits of Control in time

Private Benefits of Control in time
150.00%

PBC

100.00%
50.00%
0.00%

Jan-06

Jan-05

Jan-04

Jan-03

Jan-02

Jan-01

Jan-00

-50.00%

Time
control transactions

'intra-state' control transactions

Source: Own compilation.

An important issue that we have taken into account was the low liquidity on the Prague Stock
Exchange. Since almost all companies (except Zentiva) were also traded on the over-thecounter RM-System we have tried to estimate PBC using prices from RM-System instead of
PSE. The result were however quite similar (25.9 % and 22 % respectively)134.
Nonetheless, such finding does not necessary ‘correct’ the liquidity problem. The fact that the
capital market in the Czech Republic did not function well and the quoted price on the PSE do
not reflect truly the demand and supply (since they were often missing) might potentially
invalidate our results, this problem is however embedded in every similar study. We are
aware of that and this drawback should be kept in mind when interpreting the results.

134

Using price quote from PSE for Zentiva instead of RM-System.
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The full description of transactions and respective prices can be found in Appendix 1. (‘Intrastate’ F labeled grey)
5.7

Ideas for further research

Unfortunately the size of our sample restricts us from doing any meaningful econometric
analysis similar to those done by Dyck and Zingales (2004). We thus leave such work for
further research.
One possible solution to such problem would be to broaden the sample and estimate private
benefits for the countries in Central Europe. Such research could provide us with an
interesting comparison between those countries and add to the economic debate about the
processes of economic transformation and their results.
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Conclusion
At the beginning of this thesis we formulated a hypothesis that Czech corporate law and
regulation have achieved similar qualities and shareholder protection as the countries in
Western Europe. Results of our empirical research show that private benefits of control in the
Czech Republic in the 2000-2006 are on average 20.8 % or 26.1 % depending on the selected
sample and even smaller in the 2003-2006 period.
These results are very close to those observed in Western Europe by Dyck and Zingales and
Nenova, and put the Czech Republic among the countries from French and German civil law
jurisdiction.
This is a significant improvement from the situation observed in the last decade of 20th
century, when private benefits of control in the Czech Republic were among the highest in the
world. We believe that this improvement can be explained by the improved quality of the
corporate law, its enforcement and regulation.
Still, these results do not suggest that the process is finished. There is still room for
improvement. We are approaching the end of the tunnel, but still have a path ahead.
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Appendix 1 : Private Benefits of Control in the Czech Republic
Share

Date of
sale

Price per
share (CZK)

Price on
the PSE

PBC

ČESKÁ SPOŘITELNA

52,07%

2.2.2000

240

185,7

15,2%

PARAMO

70,87%

22.11.2000

150

178

-11,1%

BIOCEL

93,60%

18.1.2001

620

550

11,9%

KOMERČNÍ BANKA

60,00%

28.6.2001

1697

1087

33,7%

TEPLÁRNA ÚSTÍ N.L.

51,74%

29.8.2001

420

260,2

31,7%

ČESKÉ RADIOKOMUN.

51,19%

5.11.2001

431

321,8

17,4%

TATRA

91,62%

7.11.2001

20

37

-42,0%

SPOLANA

81,60%

14.11.2001

91

112,98

-15,6%

ČESKÁ ZBROJOVKA

69,42%

23.11.2001

474

329,1

30,5%

PRAŽSKÁ PLYNÁREN.

49,18%

17.12.2001

3048

2250

17,4%

JČ PLYNÁRENSKÁ

46,66%

17.12.2001

3087

1483

50,5%

JM PLYNÁRENSKÁ

47,65%

17.12.2001

6087

3255

41,5%

SČ PLYNÁRENSKÁ

49,18%

17.12.2001

4077

2352

36,1%

SM PLYNÁRENSKÁ

40,05%

17.12.2001

2225

1817

9,0%

STČ PLYNÁRENSKÁ

48,49%

17.12.2001

3808

2800

17,4%

VČ PLYNÁRENSKÁ

47,10%

17.12.2001

4041

2188

39,9%

ZČ PLYNÁRENSKÁ

45,84%

17.12.2001

3363

1450

60,5%

UNIPETROL (first sale)

62,99%

17.12.2001

103

42,94

88,3%

SČ ENERGETIKA

48,05%

6.5.2002

2817

1300

56,1%

SM ENERGETIKA

48,66%

6.5.2002

3739

1356

85,5%

STČ ENERGETICKÁ

58,30%

6.5.2002

1979

1250

34,0%

VČ ENERGETIKA

49,62%

6.5.2002

3052

1301

66,8%

ZČ ENERGETIKA

48,28%

6.5.2002

6182

1720

125,2%

ISPAT NOVÁ HUŤ

67,25%

29.5.2002

38

44,1

-8,8%

ŽĎAS

63,13%

23.8.2002

376

225,1

42,4%

PVT

96,52%

22.5.2003

2048

1924

6,2%

VÍTKOVICE

67,31%

6.8.2003

9

14

-24,0%

SOKOLOVSKÁ UHELNÁ

50,01%

23.4.2004

767

690

5,6%

UNIPETROL (second sale)

62,99%

28.4.2004

99

81,57

13,4%

ČESKÝ TELECOM

51,10%

6.4.2005

502

448

6,2%

SEVEROČESKÉ DOLY

55,79%

29.9.2005

1786

2057

-7,4%

ZENTIVA

24,88%

27.3.2006

1299

1277

0,4%

Company

Source: Patria (PSE prices), internet sources (transactions), own calculation.
Note: ‘intra-state’ transactions are labeled in grey
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Appendix 2 : Private Benefits of Control (Nenova)

Source: Nenova (2004:51) - table 5.
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Appendix 3 : Private Benefits of Control (Dyck and Zingales)

Source: Dyck and Zingales(2004:47) - table IV
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Tunneling

Hypothesis:
Given the legal system, ethical standards and the specific nature of privatization in the
Czech Republic “tunneling” was a rational (in a game theory sense) behavior of many
participants.
Topic Characteristics:
The Czech Republic has during the last 15 years of economic transformation seen
large amount of asset disappear from corporations. This process is famously referred to as
“tunneling”. International economic literature has been dealing with similar issues ever since
Berle and Means described the model of modern corporation and Jensen and Meckling
spurred the debate with the principal-agent problem. Though even it would seem that
tunneling is purely Czech phenomenon contrary is true. Consumption of private benefits of
control, asset striping or self-dealing are problems discussed and seen even in the developed
markets, nor is true that such activities are always considered illegal.
However the Czech Republic as a country with very specific history, legal and
corporate governance standards has seen an alarming number of such cases and
unprecedented amount of assets “tunneled” away.
The aim of the thesis is to explain this phenomenon through the optic of economic
theory, provide international comparison and provide examples of such activities (on
corporation level as well as on the level of funds) described with respect to the economic
theory, law & economic problems behind it and if possible estimation of value of assets
affected.
Methodology:
Aim of this thesis is to provide positive descriptive analysis of “tunnelling“ and
provide theoretical background for „tunneling“.
For the purpose of this master thesis I will examine conflicts in the corporations using
the principal-agent theory (between investors and managers) and specific case of conflicts
between outside investor and controlling shareholder.
As for the privatization funds I will use Berle and Means type of corporation as a
theoretical model of corporation and in respect to the companies different models will be
applied, due to the different nature of them.
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Outline:
1. Introduction
2. Corporations
- ownership
- management
- distribution of benefits
- principal – agent problems
3.Tunnelling
- theory and evidence
- international comparison
- fund vs. corporation
- estimates of assets
4. Conclusion
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